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Foreword

Shri M R Venkatesh, has, in this book, titled “Global Imbalances and the
Impending Dollar Crisis” dealt with a number of issues of major concern in
the global economic scene, like the exchange rate valuation of the dollar (and
the Yuan and the Yen), imbalances in trade with excessive consumption levels
in some countries and excessive savings in certain others etc. These are issues
which are being hotly debated at the international level for several years now,
without a consensus being reached on whether the present positions are indeed
structurally unsound, and if  so, what action needs to be taken, and by whom
and by when. However, whenever there are violent upheavals in the stock
markets or currency markets, the corrective action taken by the authorities is
minimalist in nature, leaving one to wonder whether the system is so sound
structurally, requiring only minor corrections at the margin, or is so bad that
the ideal course is to “let sleeping dogs lie.”

Shri M R Venkatesh gives a detailed exposition of  these issues in a manner
that is easy for the lay reader to follow. In his conclusions he tends to be bold
and in his style of presentation, often a little dramatic. These aspects make the
book more interesting to read.

In the latter part of  the book, Shri M R Venkatesh has given a number of
suggestions, specific to the management of  the Indian economy. For instance,
he questions as to why we should be importing black money on a large scale
(read Participatory Notes). A very pertinent point particularly when the balance
of payment position is quite comfortable. Of course, there are some who
could argue that it is our own black money that is coming back and is thus an
indicator of the confidence that our moneyed people have in the strength of
our economy and should therefore be welcomed.

Shri M R Venkatesh has also argued for promoting domestic trade in a big
way, by removing the bottlenecks and barriers and thus insulating the country
to some extent in the event of major upheavals in international trade. All these
suggestions merit serious considerations.

I wish Shri M R Venkatesh all success in his profession, as a Chartered
Accountant and in his hobby as an economic commentator.

Chennai K. P. Geethakrishnan, IAS (Retd.)
25.08.2007 Former Union Finance Secretary

Government of India, New Delhi
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Preface

The downside of globalisation and its debilitating impact, both on the
global as well the national economies, is one of the most neglected areas
of research in modern economics. The pressure points that are building
in the global economy under the present arrangement indicate that it runs
the risk of an abrupt collapse. What is worrying is the fact that the
stakeholders are oblivious to these risks. That increases the risk of an
abrupt collapse several times over.

The vigorous growth of the global economy, the inter-dependence of
nations as well the rise of regulatory institutions across continents is
presumed to act as shock absorbers in case of an abrupt collapse of the
global economy. Consequently, the global economy is assumed to be
capable of facing significant risks. But the challenges and risks confronting
the global economy are beyond the competence and one suspects, beyond
the comprehension of even these institutions to handle the coming
holocaust. At the heart of the matter are issues pertaining to currency
valuations, consequent build up of current account surpluses and deficits
as well as capital flows between nations which seem to have gone beyond
the control of governments, institutions as well as multilateral
organisations.

The under valuation of many currencies vis-à-vis the US Dollar (USD),
especially in Asia, has meant that these countries got engaged in the game
of competitive devaluation and an endless race to the bottom. Their exports
led to the build-up of current account surplus in these countries only to
be matched by current account deficit of a handful of countries – notably
the US. This surplus is parked in the US by these countries, which in turn
is used by the US to finance its imports. In effect, the US is dependent
on the rest for the goods as well as the finance for its imports. This
continuous flow of exports from a set of countries to the US and then
the parking of surplus arising out of such exports of goods and services
once again back to the US – goes on with a rather innocuous appellation
- global imbalance.

Apparently, there are some imperial preconditions to this skewed
arrangement. First, the countries engaged in an export led growth must
hold the value of their currency down. Second, they must be a high savings
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economy and must be willing to export a portion of their savings rather
than investing it in their own country. Third, the US must continue to
be the engine of world growth and continue to run trade deficits to
facilitate the smooth running of this arrangement. Finally, the entire world
must feel confident that their investments in the US are completely safe,
physically or otherwise. And should one of these preconditions fail, it
could lead to the collapse of the USD and with it the US financial sector,
US economy and by extension the global economy.

While some economists have suggested that this arrangement could
continue for well over a generation, a few others have prescribed a series
of counterbalancing measures to correct the same. Unfortunately, the issue
is far too series for this skewed arrangement to continue for an extended
period of time nor does the benefits of a benign unwinding bring about
sufficient incentive to nations to participate in a multilateral solution. As
nations dither, the global economy is fast hurtling towards an abrupt
collapse.

This book seeks to sensitise stakeholders on the risks involved, the
dimensions of these imbalances including their political ramifications and
the manner in which nations have been responding to these developments.
However, I must hasten to add that a work of this nature can never be
complete or comprehensive in view of the global nature of the issues
involved.

I realise in all humility that this work is just a small step in an attempt to
cross the ocean. Perhaps, in due course I need to revisit the subject in far
greater detail. And in this connection should someone feel that I need to
be contacted to suggest improvements to my understanding of this subject
they can contact me in the following e-mail ID: mrv1000@rediffmail.com

I am conscious of the fact that I might have been loquacious while presenting
my arguments in this book. I would request the reader to bear with me on
the following two counts – one, the weight of the subject compels me to be
so and two, truth needs to be told repeatedly to protect the truth.

M.R.Venkatesh
Place : Chennai
Date : 01.09.2007
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CHAPTER I

The Unlearnt Lessons of Asian Currency Crisis

Explaining how Asian countries post East Asian currency crisis
have remodelled their economies and are increasingly becoming
exporters of capital. Does the West need the Asian countries or is
it the other way around? Crucially, was the Asian currency crisis
a conspiracy?

Any reference to global capital movements cannot ignore the momentous
happenings in the global financial markets and particularly the Asian
markets during 1997-98. In fact, it provides the necessary context to the
textual references on global imbalances that follows in the subsequent
chapters. These cataclysmic events in the capital markets have been well
documented by many in the past decade capturing as to how the Asian
contagion erupted, unfolded and in the process disrupted economies in
the region and perhaps economies in other regions too. Despite the fact
that a decade has elapsed since the Asian crisis erupted some crucial
questions remain unanswered and continue to haunt us to this day.

Was Asian currency crisis a conspiracy of some powers? Did the US seize
the political opportunity in the mid 90’s in a unipolar world grappling
after the political implosion of the USSR by triggering the Asian crisis?
Was it aimed at torpedoing the spectacular growth of Asia? Was it a grand
design to suck out capital from Asia to other countries especially the West?
Was it a plan by Western countries, which were experiencing very low
domestic savings to get their requisite capital by forcing the Asian countries
to export their capital, thanks to the culture of savings in these Asian
countries?

Or was it merely a ruse to ensure devaluation of currencies across Asia
and force every country to engage in competitive devaluation? Was the
idea to encourage Asian countries to export a part of this grand design?
In the process were not these Asian countries implicitly exporting deflation
to the West and in the process increase inflation in their own countries?
Did this arrangement aid and abet the consumption binge of the Western
countries?
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On the other hand, did not the Western countries aid Asian countries to recover
post currency crisis by providing them access to their huge markets? Did not
the Western countries provide employment opportunities to the Asians at the
cost of  unemployment in their own country? Was the Asian crisis a trigger to
alter the collective psyche of countries and force Asian countries to accumulate
reserves? Was it all planned in such a way that the Western countries notably
the US could run huge current account deficits and have their gargantuan deficits
funded by capital flows from these very same Asian countries?

Assuming for the moment that the answers to the above question are in
the positive and the Asian crisis was indeed a conspiracy of some forces,
packaged subtly and in such a complex manner, its very complexity makes
the Asian currency crisis extremely tricky even for a well-trained economist
to decipher the associated political dimension. Similarly, that it is an
exercise in high-end global economics is sufficient deterrent even for a well-
trained politician, to understand the economic dimension of this event.
As a result, in the absence of a “political economist” who has the ability
to carry a comprehensive analysis, such events are partially analysed. One
suspects that the Asian currency crisis is yet to be clinically dissected,
involving both the economic and political dimensions.

Yet, this is not a study to unravel the linkages between a probable conspiracy
and a definite economic downturn for a region that saw significant erosion in
their net-wealth. Rather this reference is made at the outset to sensitise the reader
to the fact that economics is not an abstract science, particularly at the quantum
level, as it has usually a heavy dose of  geo-political interests at play. One cannot
remain oblivious to this reality.

Nonetheless, this effort is mainly aimed at putting facts, both at the events
leading to the contagion and those subsequent to the contagion, in perspective
without any innuendo whatsoever. Then why discuss these events, especially
any possible conspiracy at all? Needless to emphasise, these events of a distant
period in time are having a profound impact in shaping and de-shaping the
financial architecture of the world at this point of time and contains seeds of
how it will pan out in near and intermediate future.

More to the point, the political conspiracy behind these calamitous events is a
matter of  conjecture till proven conclusively. Yet suspicions remain. Strange as
it might sound, that the IMF, which advocates competition for all others, was
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strangely reluctant to have competition for itself. In 1997 at the height of the
Asian crisis, Japan offered to help create an Asian Monetary Fund (AMF), in
order to finance the bailouts of various East Asian economies hit by the Asian
contagion. In fact, Japan had pledged USD 100 billion for the creation of the
AMF. However, the IMF was clearly not enthused and did everything possible
to smother the idea.

The reason: AMF would become a competitor to the IMF and surely was
not to it’s liking. Neither was it to the liking of the US treasury, which
is the only shareholder of the Fund with a veto power. The duo feared
an erosion in their authority should a viable alternative present itself before
the world. The natural question that follows: was smothering of the AMF
a conspiracy of some forces or was it an impractical idea?

A re-visit of the crisis may be in order for the simple reason that history
has the uncanny knack of repeating itself. A brief recap of the crisis would
be appropriate, nay indispensable, to appreciate what is considered in the
later chapters, especially given the fact that the global imbalances are a
sequel to the currency contagion.

The crises erupted when the government of Thailand, facing a shortage
of foreign exchange reserves, devalued its currency, thereby breaking the
fixed-rate peg to the USD. The instigating factor for the devaluation was
the build up of short-term and often poorly secured borrowing from
abroad. Faced with such huge repayment obligations because of sudden
devaluation, the Thai economy went into a tailspin. As the crisis
reverberated through the Thai economy, it rapidly led to bankruptcies
and layoffs.

The crisis also spread through the region almost immediately and with
great speed. Within weeks the Malaysian Ringgit, the Philippine Peso,
Korean Won and the Indonesian Rupiah were all under siege. Stock markets
collapsed dramatically as did real estate markets. The Asian contagion spread
from markets to markets and from country to country. Asians saw the currency
attacks wiping out 20 or 30 percent of the national wealth in a matter of days
what had been arduously built over several decades.
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A re-look at the crisis: When economic reasons get intertwined with
political ones

Before proceeding for an analysis of the economic causes that triggered
the contagion a pointed reference to the then prevailing economic wisdom
– Washington Consensus – is perhaps necessary. The term was initially coined
in 1987-88 by John Williamson to describe a specific set of ten economic policy
prescriptions that he considered to constitute a “standard” reform package
promoted for countries facing economic crisis by Washington-based institutions
Viz., the International Monetary Fund (IMF), World Bank and the US Treasury
Department.

The consensus included ten broad sets of recommendations or
commandments – perhaps a set of inviolable rules that was prescribed to
“any” country facing “any” economic crisis. This needed to be implemented
as a part of a “standard package” before their eventual (funding for) bailouts
by multilateral institutions. These include:

• Fiscal discipline;

• Redirection of public spending toward broad-based services like
primary education, health care and infrastructure investment and
reduction in subsidies;

• Tax reform – broadening the tax base while adopting moderate
marginal tax rates;

• Interest rates that are market determined and positive (but moderate)
in real terms;

• Competitive exchange rates;

• Trade liberalisation – liberalisation of imports and elimination of trade
barriers;

• Liberalisation of foreign direct investment – both inward and outward;

• Privatisation of state enterprises;

• Deregulation – abolition of regulations that restrict competition and
prudent oversight of financial institutions; and,

• Legal security for property rights.
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It is important to note here that when the East Asian countries were doing
well prior to the crisis, some economists in the West and multilateral
lending agencies claimed that these countries were broadly following the
prescriptions as made out by this consensus. When the going was good
these countries were often hailed and celebrated by the international
financial institutions and multilateral agencies for their wonderful economic
performance and often held out as examples for other countries to emulate.
The region’s experience, as reflected in their tremendous growth, initially
validated World Bank and IMF’s recommendations to developing countries
to follow liberal trade and investment policies in their respective
economies.

Dr. Mahathir Mohammad of Malaysia took delight in repeatedly quoting
IMF Managing Director Michel Camdessus, who said in June 1997, just
weeks before the assault on the region’s currencies: “Malaysia is a good
example of a country where the authorities are well aware of the challenges
of managing the pressures that result from high growth and of maintaining
a sound financial system amidst substantial capital flows and a booming
property market.” Camdessus’s tone changed dramatically once the
speculative attack had begun, accusing Malaysia of poor governance.

The immediate economic trigger for the speculative attacks was attributed to
unsustainable deficits in the current accounts of  these countries. These deficits
resulted from years of fuelling their rapid growth through imports (mostly of
capital goods and equipment to feed high rates of investment which in turn
fed rapid output and income growth) in overvalued local currency that
persistently exceeded their exports. The balance being the current account deficit
was funded through inflows of  foreign capital, both through short-term and
as long-term capital flows. This arrangement allowed these countries to maintain
their exchange rates to be pegged to the USD.

Significantly, this pegged exchange rate attracted more and more investment
into the region as the pegged rate provided the necessary insurance against
exchange fluctuations. Insured of  exchange risks the region naturally began
attracting huge capital. However, when China devalued its currency by 34
percent against the USD in 1994, it made exports from this region
uncompetitive. This widened the deficits and in turn increased the cost of
foreign capital. Expectedly, countries were forced to attract capital through
higher interest rates to tide over the shortfall.
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Originally the absence of currency risk and the large spread between high
domestic interest rates and lower rates abroad, encouraged foreigners to lend
and local companies to borrow from abroad especially loans denominated in
USD for the short-term. Easy availability of  loans fuelled domestic booms,
more specifically in property and contributed to widening current account
deficits by stimulating import demand and increasing external debt-service
payments. They also led to grand plans for huge government infrastructure
projects, which are externally debt-and import-intensive but earn revenues in
local currency particularly with huge gestation periods.

In addition to weakening economic fundamentals, what added fuel to the
fire was a series of alleged political developments and interference in the
national economy by interested political groups. Corruption and nepotism
too followed. The cumulative effect of all these meant that the Thai central
bank which continued to support the Baht by selling USD from its foreign
reserves, finally gave up and floated the currency on July 2, 1997. This
signalled the beginning of the Asian currency crisis.

After the Baht was floated, speculative selling triggered similar falls of the
Philippine Peso, Malaysian Ringgit, and Indonesian Rupiah, whose
economic fundamentals were similar to, but not as bad as, those in
Thailand. The initial 10 to 25 percent fall in these currencies (in comparison
with the 35 percent fall in the Baht) was on “expected lines.”1 As the
financial crisis that began in Asia in the middle of 1997 spread to the rest
of the world, it left a trail of devalued currencies, shattered stock markets,
confidence battered and banks and other financial institutions, bankrupt.
While these are the disaggregate pictures of the crisis, the net aggregate of
this crisis saw savings of nearly a generation get wiped off within weeks
in some Asian countries.

Was the Asian currency crisis a political conspiracy or conspiracy of
co-incidences?

In retrospect, the Asian financial crisis was definitely the outcome of clashes
between different financial systems. At the heart of the matter was a

1 The Southeast Asian currencies fell beyond these levels and are now considered
by many economists to be very much undervalued and remain as the fundamental
cause of global imbalance, the subject dealt in subsequent chapters.
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systemic imbalance - a mismatch between “global” capital markets and
“national” financial systems. Hindsight reveals that many countries did not
have necessary regulatory and surveillance machinery to cope with the
sudden inflow as well as the out flow of funds.

This crisis was a result of a sudden reversal of capital flows in the
international capital markets, caused by contagion and the herding
behaviour of investor. Why did these investors who praised these countries
suddenly turn hostile and act in tandem? Or were they forced to behave
thus? Was “crony capitalism” – a charge levelled against the Asian countries
to indicate the poor quality of investments discovered overnight by these
investors?  It is these questions that continue to haunt us without
appropriate answers.

Some economists do not define this as a mere clash of different financial systems
– but was also a clash of cultures, values, social structures, function of families
as well as the differing role of  markets and governments. For instance, the risk
taking ability of  an entrepreneur in the West is significantly enhanced, sometimes
bordering on recklessness, as it is considerably subsidised by an elaborate social
security system that provides as a huge safety net for an individual, should
something go wrong in his venture. However, in the absence of a social security
mechanism, risk-taking ability is restricted2 or at-least tempered by societal and
family considerations in other countries.

This remains as the fundamental difference in the approach to the market by
the West and others. On the flip side this social arrangement in the West enhances
the quantum of risk capital in an economy and thereby leads to enhanced
economic activity by providing the necessary impetus to an entrepreneur.
Nevertheless, the financial viability of the social security system is increasingly
known to become unstable and hence run the risk of a collapse.

Put pithily, West has privatised profits and nationalised risks through the social
security system. Be that as it may, the Asian currency crisis brought forth the
fact that even the role of the markets, social security system, family and societal

2 That would substantially if not wholly explain as to why junk bonds are heavily
traded in the West while no one would like to take risks in debt other than those
which are triple A rated in a country like say India, which are highly averse to risk
at an individual level.
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pressures have a tremendous bearing on understanding of markets, its role and
functioning in different countries.

Despite such apparent differences between the West and the rest, the attempts
to deal with the global financial system and by extension globalisation,
notwithstanding the lessons of Asian currency crisis, on a homogeneous footing
remain to this day the most perplexing aspect of modern life. When the world
is remarkably plural why a narrow, limited, restricted view of  the World, mostly
Western and predominantly American?

The answer to the questions about a singular view of globalisation in the
economic context can be found in the policy prescriptions of  Washington
Consensus. Southeast Asia’s sudden economic downturn prompts questions
about the wisdom of  following the policy prescriptions of  Washington
Consensus.3 No one has been more forceful in expressing these views than the
Malaysian Prime Minister Dr. Mahathir Mohammed a virulent critic against
“domination” by Western industrial nations. He went on to blame “international
speculators for villainous acts of sabotage” and “height of international
criminality.”

Therefore, Dr. Mahathir’s remarks and his subsequent policy to restrain
foreign-capital mobility, have little support in the world of international
finance. But his theory of a Western conspiracy to undermine Southeast
Asia’s economic growth, intended to “punish” these countries for their
growth, growing arrogance and opposition to the US policies, has growing
support among some in the region as well as in distance places.

Those who buy Mahathir’s arguments repeatedly point out to the fact that this
financial crisis followed one important political development in the region. July
1, 1997 marked both the ASEAN’s 30th anniversary and the admission of
3 Post Asian crisis, IMF, its prescriptions and Washington consensus are no longer the models for the world
to emulate. They are in fact suspect in the eyes of the global economic community, barring some. Repeatedly
world over people, countries and economies have demonstrated that they have succeeded only when they
have not followed its advice, not otherwise. Whether it was Prime Minister Meles Zenawi of Ethiopia or
Prime Minister Mahathir Mohammad of Malaysia or Dragoslav Avromovic, the renowned Yugoslavian
economist who preferred to reject the IMF commended restructuring packages and decided to follow an
innovative national strategy to tackle their respective national crisis, the pattern is clear and the lessons,
instructive. Standard global prescriptions from the IMF have come unstuck for local problems. Yet it may
be noted that this has idea has been discredited not given up by those who have benefited by it and could
potentially benefit from its prescriptions.
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Myanmar to this group. What cannot be missed is that its admission was
strongly opposed by the US and the European Union, in view of the military
government there.4

One of important players of the entire crisis, George Soros, who funds anti-
Myanmar activist groups was one of  the most vocal opponents of  the country’s
admission into ASEAN. Perhaps unsurprisingly, conspiracy theorists claimed
that Soros’ actions in the currency market led to the collapse of the Thai Baht
on July 2 and the subsequent (and almost reactive) fall of other ASEAN
countries’ currencies. If  the speculative attack on Asian currencies that began
on July 2 was merely coincidental to the political happenings the day before, it
must be a remarkable coincidence.

Speculators, perhaps including Soros himself, did have a role to play in
triggering the depreciation of  Southeast Asia’s currencies because of  these or
other reasons. While it is indeed true is that these currencies deserved a dose
of  devaluation and hence a re-adjustment was indeed necessary, the presence
of  foreign players added spice to the conspiracy theories. But was devaluation
thrust on unsuspecting nations by encouraging capital flows first into those
countries and then withdrawing all of  a sudden? Were these countries lulled
into a false sense of security? After all, while one approves of the devaluation
as an economist, one remains suspicious about the geo-political interests
triggering the devaluation.

If it is not Western – read Protestant ethic - then it must definitely
be a miracle

While this may not be within the scope of this book, a brief insight as to
why the West regards the spectacular growth of Asia as a “miracle” may
be in order. It is indeed interesting to note here is the fact that the Asian
growth story was labelled as a “miracle” in Western countries – suggesting
that these Asian countries were incapable of a sustained growth - and that their
growth was nothing short of a miracle.

4 One has never found the same level of opposition by the global powers to the
military governments in other countries. This again is very intriguing.
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This is simply because the West believes in the theory that modern capitalism,
especially of  the successful triumphant variety, as a function of  Protestant work
ethic. This theory was first espoused by Max Weber, a German economist and
sociologist in the early twentieth century, through a series of  essays. In his
celebrated work “The Protestant Ethic and the Spirit of  Capitalism,” Weber
puts forward this thesis that influenced the development of modern capitalism
in the twentieth century. Even to this date it is this theory of  Weber that provides
the basis for a broad understanding of the impact of religion in national
economics.

Weber did not stop there linking capitalism to Protestantism. In fact, he
goes further to suggest that Confucianism (or for that matter virtually
every other religion) to be incompatible with capitalism. Similarly, the
term “Karma Capital” is not a celebratory term, as it is commonly
understood in India. Rather, it seems to suggest that an Indian-Hindu
entrepreneur is incapable of being successful at the global level because of
his belief in fatalism and would preferably subject himself to fate than
carry out his task in a professional manner.

But crucially the question remains: Did the West based on such theoretical
understanding miscalculate the growth of Asia in the first instance and
rebound to this extent in the second? Suspicions arise, as the West has for the
reasons mentioned above been historically dismissive about the growth and
development in other regions of the world. In fact, the appellation “miracle”
to the growth in Asia during the mid-nineties is used in a pejorative manner
(again inspired by Weber?) rather than being complimentary as it looks at a
superficial level.

Nevertheless, one thing is certain, if the West dubbed the spectacular
growth of Asian countries in the pre-contagion period as a miracle, then
the recovery post contagion is equally a miracle indeed. However, many
economists5 do not find the Asian growth in the first place as well their
recovery a miracle at all. After all, the Asian region is home to very good
work ethics, high savings, disciplined and with of course government that
understand the needs of their nations’ businesses. And it is the potential
in these economies to rebound, despite such traumatic events that lends credence
to the conspiracy theories.

5 Joseph Stiglitz, for instance
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Much as the West believes in the imposition of  its values and systems on the
others, the rest resist it. In fact, the belief  of  the West that globalisation results
in a homogenous world is one of the most innocent definitions of globalisation
attempted till date.

This has been captured brilliantly by Daniel Yergin and Joseph Satinslaw – the
authors of one of the most influential works of our times – “The
Commanding heights – The Battle between government and the market place
that is remaking the modern world.” Commenting on this issue the authors
state: “People in a number of countries may not believe that their cultural life
should be dominated by satellite-borne media images from the West that
globalise the values of  Hollywood and been called the “Anglo-Saxon cult of
shareholder value,” which would ruthlessly cut away what are seen in other
societies as social obligations and responsibilities.”

Strange as it may seem it is these Protestant majority countries that run
huge current account deficits and borrow significant sums from the rest.
It would seem in modern times savings were a sin and spending a virtue
in these countries. In a hard-hitting article the Economist, states
“It may be a virtue, but in much of the rich world thrift has become
unfashionable. Household saving rates in many OECD countries have
fallen sharply in recent years. Anglo-Saxon countries—America, Canada, Britain,
Australia and New Zealand—have the lowest rates of  household saving.
Americans on average, save less than 1% of their after-tax income today
compared with 7% at the beginning of  the 1990s. In Australia and New Zealand
personal saving rates are negative as people borrow to consume more than
they earn.”

It is essential to note that virtually while all these countries, which run
current account deficits are Protestant majority (usually rich countries)
and those who run current account surpluses are predominantly Asian
countries (usually poor countries). It would seem that fundamental
assumptions governing our perception of economics as well as the
definitions of the rich and the poor has been turned on its head.

The fall in savings in these Protestant economies is by and large attributed to
the development of the financial markets in these countries that allows people
to tap their wealth more easily, through a number of  financial instruments.
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Further, some of these analysts believe that the return on savings is too low in
many non-protestant countries, implying financial markets in non-Protestant
countries are less developed, forcing people to save more than what they would
naturally do as a compensatory measure. While surely the returns could be a
factor for higher savings in many economies, to oversimplify these merely to
a function of returns ignoring the cultural as well as other dimensions, would
be childish.

Added to the religious dimensions there are other factors too – Viz.,
demographic shifts that alter the savings and consumption pattern in
various countries. For instance, some rich and developed countries, which
have a predominantly non-protestant population, too have seen a sharp
fall in savings in the past decade or so. Due to the ageing of population
in Japan there has been a drop in the savings rate in these countries. Japan’s
savings rate has plummeted from 15% of the early 1990’s to 5% now.

Similarly, in the Euro area, net household savings rates have fallen from 14
percent in the early 1990s to less than 10 percent today primarily because of
demographical shifts. All these mean that virtually Asian countries have emerged
as suppliers of capital to the global economy and the US the single largest
importer of this capital.

The relationship between thrift and economic growth at the global level
remains one of the most intriguing aspects of global economics. High rates
of saving do not automatically guarantee rapid economic growth, as the
lack of domestic investment may hamper the conversion of fiscal savings
into physical savings. Additionally, globalisation has ensured that
investment opportunities do not get restricted within a country. Therefore,
globalisation has ensured that countries can invest abroad into those
countries that could be attractive destinations for such investments. In the
process, such countries assured of capital from others, do not save much.
Most low-saving economies do just that and get away by importing cheap
capital from the rest of the world.

And this is a two way street, countries that do not have the necessary investment
opportunities to channel their savings, invest abroad. What needs to be factored
here is that investment is a matter of  psychology and perhaps countries find it
safe to park their precious savings in other countries, rather than convert them
into investments in their own country.
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But all these point to a crucial issue – is it not the sustained flow of capital
from the Asian countries to the West that is economically sustaining the West?
What if the Asian countries are able to use their own savings by increasing
their domestic investment and consumption? What is it that prevents or restricts
these countries from consuming their own domestic savings? Put differently if
investment is a function of  savings what is the psychology that is preventing
conversion of domestic savings into domestic investments?

Are capital flows across countries i.e. export of capital encouraged merely
because savings in some countries exceed their demand for investments?
Is this export of capital sustainable over a period of time? Or is the Asian
currency crisis that altered the collective psyche of these countries making
them run a race to the bottom and forcing them to accumulate reserves
and in the process export their capital? That brings us back to the original
question – was the East Asian crisis a conspiracy as alleged to ensure the
export of capital from Asia to finance the opulent lifestyle in the West?

A decade after the Asian crisis, it may not be precisely possible to establish
who drew the strategy for the post contagion recovery for the Asian
countries. Naturally questions arise – has the West forced the devaluation
on the Asian countries without anticipating the turnaround achieved by
the Asians? Or is it that the Asians piloted by the Chinese who have
outsmarted the West including the US in the entire game by finding virtues
of a weak currency and leveraging their work ethics?

Or is it merely a conspiracy of co-incidences? Who benefited from the
crisis? Was the beneficiary a conspirator – or was it a case of an accident
resulting in a bounty to some and destruction to others? But why did
these countries build up such huge reserves post Contagion? Why are they
into an exercise of  exporting their precious capital to the Western countries?
Is there a strategic intent to their reserve building? Or it is that they have been
unwittingly sucked into the vortex by playing the global game without
understanding the consequences? Questions that continue to beg for answers
even to this date.
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Explaining Savings Glut – i.e. excess of savings in the global economy

The modern and more sophisticated version of  Weber’s analysis of  the
Protestant work ethic manifests in a new idea – “Savings Glut” – implying as
well as conditioning the world to believe that it lacks the necessary confidence
in investing elsewhere than in the West. This theory was originally propounded
by Ben Bernanke the US Federal Reserve chief  and also implicitly supported
by the IMF. This theory implies a very high level of  savings in the surplus
countries, mostly Asian, with disproportionately lower domestic investment
avenues to park their savings.

The global saving glut theory affirms that the excess saving in emerging
economies, mostly Asian, flows to other countries, mainly to the US. This
has the calculated effect of keeping the long-term interest rates in the United
States (as availability of funds increases) and as a consequence worldwide
at reasonably low levels. It is this low level6 of  interest rates particularly on
housing loans that have stimulated investment in housing7 in the US, which in
turn has absorbed imports from various countries into the US, leading to a
construction and consumption driven boom in the US and an export led
growth in other countries. The routing of  the export surpluses, due to the lack
of  investment avenues back to the US, is central to this theory of  Savings Glut.

The alleged surplus of saving over investment theory finds evidence also in
the historically low real interest rates that prevailed from say 2001 to 2005.
Indeed, both long-term market rates and short-term policy rates have been
extraordinarily low in recent years in developed and developing countries during
this period. Hence, excess supply in the capital market led to the perceptible
decline of global interest rates and in the process benefiting the borrowers with
cheap credit.

6 Declining global interest rates that have contributed to this decline in household
savings as it could have acted as a powerful disincentive to save. In fact, low interest
rates remain as a fundamental theoretical assumption of the supply side economics.
With the rise in the global interest rates in 2006 & 2007 it is quite probable that the
incentive to save has returned and globally we could see an increase in savings in
the neat future. However, it doubtful whether this is a sufficient incentive to increase
the savings rate in the Western countries who are habituated culturally to
consumption binge and those who are facing a significant ageing population.
7 We will revisit the subject - on the quality of the Housing Loans in the US - in
Chapter IV
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If the global economy were not confronted with excess saving, it would have
been in the opposite position, namely demand for goods and services with
lower quantum of capital available. This demand for funds would have pushed
up interest rates fuelling inflationary pressures. That would have meant tighter
monetary policies across continents forcing businesses and households across
the globe, in view of the tighter monetary and fiscal policies, to be more
restrained in their spending. Surely, this arrangement would have benefited the
ultimate suppliers of  capital but definitely not the borrowers. And that once
again brings us to the issue of  conspiracy. Did the borrower – the beneficiary
– trigger the conspiracy?

This scenario has been prevented, albeit in an artificial manner, by
undervaluing the value of many currencies worldwide and consequently,
the policy of easy money is prevailing worldwide. However, countries are
increasingly beginning to realise that:

• Export driven model coupled with accumulation of reserves implicitly
leads to export of capital. This has debilitating impact on their domestic
growth.

• The value of  the reserves that they are holding – mostly USD denominated
– has a huge opportunity cost of  holding and runs to several billions USD.
This too is affecting their economy.

• Finally, the USD denominated reserves are being held in substantial
quantities by many such countries. Should the USD depreciate as predicted
by many or collapse as apprehended by the rest, countries may find that
the value of  their Forex reserves plummet overnight wiping of  their decades
of hard work.

However, this Savings Glut theory as propounded by Ben Bernanke is only a
transient one. One cannot extend it to all times and in all circumstances as this
theory seems to miss the emerging crisis of savings and the consequent shortfall
in the availability of capital due to the change in the demographic profile,
increased consumption and other related factors. Consider these:

• Demographic transition in many countries is creating significant pressures
on global savings.

• Demographic transition is happening at varied pace, timing and severity.
Countries across continents are bracing for a huge demographic shock.
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• Because of a rapidly ageing population, there is a decline in the share of
population that saves and simultaneously there is an increase in the share
of population that consumes, leading to pressures on quantum of savings
available globally for investment purposes.

• As mentioned above, Japan and Germany are countries that have seen a
substantial fall in their savings rate due to this change in the demographic
profile of their population.

• US and China are countries that run the risk of a declining trend in their
savings caused by an ageing population in the next decade or so. While it
is anticipated to be severe in the case of the US it could have a mild impact
in the Chinese savings rate.

• India with an extremely young population and a reasonably healthy savings
rate is poised for a demographic dividend in the next few years.

• Many countries that face a demographic shock caused by falling savings
rates are incapable of supporting its ageing population. Thereby there
could be added pressures on importing capital from other countries
to bride the deficit. This could extend pressure on the global economy,
which runs the risk of capital shortfall to meet its investment and
consumption needs.

• This has the potential to dynamite the government budgets of many
countries, notably the advanced countries, which run a well-defined
public social security system.

• And as the proportion of aged population rise in these countries – it
is extremely probable that government could be forced to borrow
from countries with savings – thereby increasing the global interest
rates. This could by itself  create global imbalance or accentuate the existing
one.

• The possibility of social security accounts going bankrupt and thereby
impacting the finances of their respective governments adds another
dimension to the global imbalance issue.

• Finally, as large developing countries such as China and India increase their
domestic consumption, there would be less of  global capital availability.

Obviously, the “Savings Glut” theory is explained by the temporary
phenomenon caused by a fall in the investment rates in the Asian countries
due to the Asian contagion and their single-minded pursuit of building
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up Forex reserves. Of  course, as countries increase their investments or if  the
savings rate fall due to the demographic trends – it is extremely likely the
“Savings Glut” currently faced by the world will recede.

On the contrary as savings become scarce, global economy which currently
enjoying unlimited supply of capital can suddenly face shortages of capital.
And that could turn the global economy on its head completely. That makes
any conspiracy theory on global capital flows worth examining.

Post Asian Crisis the pendulum swings the other way

The answer to this question of conspiracy lies in appreciating and analysing
the post crisis psyche of the Asian countries. Chary of foreign capital
inflows, post East Asian crisis, countries in this region turned their
development strategy on their head.8 Having learnt the hard way that
reliance on foreign capital is a high-risk development strategy, Asian
countries leveraged the fall in their currency9 in the past decade or so and
consequently effectuated a shift to an alternative approach of exports.10

Having seen their reserves of billions of USD built over a several years
evaporate in a few trading sessions countries have begun to build their
reserves far in excess of their requirement.11

8 It may be recalled that many East Asian countries ran large current account deficits
before the currency crisis broke out. Subsequently, they began to aggressively push
exports.
9 It may be noted that by a process of sterilisation of surpluses originating in both
the current and capital accounts, most East Asian countries have kept their
currencies undervalued. The operation and its associated costs are dealt in Chapter
IV. By any measure of adequacy, East Asia's foreign exchange reserve has been
excessive. They are certainly holding more reserves than they need.
10 The enormity of the change in their policy can be gauged by the fact when we
consider the mean currency account balance in Asia for the period 1990-1995 which
was a deficit of 3.3% of GDP. For 1999-2004 the mean current account balance was
a surplus of 2.4%. This represents a remarkable current account reversal in excess
of 5% of GDP. Some of the Latin American countries mirroring their Asian
Counterparts have begun to show consistent surplus since 2003.
11 No wonder in 1985-87 less than 25% of the Asian nations ran a current account
deficit; in 2002-04 almost 70% of the Asian nations ran a surplus.
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It would seem that post contagion the governments of the region reached the
conclusion that they had to make their economies more resilient to international
capital flows. The simplest way of  doing this was to cut expenditure (particularly
investment expenditure – which in turn added to the Savings Glut theory), keep
savings high, run current account surpluses and build up international reserves.

Accordingly, global reserves of  emerging markets are far in excess of  any
previously enunciated criterion of  reserve need for financial protection. Table
I.1 uses one familiar criterion, the so-called Guidotti-Greenspan rule that reserves
should equal 1 year’s short-term debt to demonstrate the spectacular increase
in what might be thought of  as excess reserves in emerging markets. These
reserves have grown from half  a trillion USD in 1999 to well in excess of
two trillion today. As Table I.2 demonstrates, they are distributed quite broadly
around the world.

Of  course, the success of  this strategy depends on another country running
the corresponding trade deficit. The problem is that the United States – which
provides in the aggregate the countervailing force to the current account
surpluses of these countries - may have become overburdened by having played
the lead role as the global growth engine for too long. It could largely ignore
its external imbalance because the USD was accepted world over virtually as a
global currency and apparently there have been no serious conflict up to this
point.

Nevertheless, the sustained financing in USD of its current account deficits
seems to have taken its toll. The US and by extension the entire world runs a
huge risk that threatens to destabilise the entire process of globalisation itself
with a distinct possibility of the collapse of the USD which remains central to
the assessments of  global risks. This in quintessence is the cause and consequence
of global imbalance.

In a case of drug trafficking, the drug peddler is to be blamed as much as the
drug addict. After all it takes both the trafficker as well as the addict to allow
the drug trade to be carried on. Likewise, the global imbalance is not only the
result of overspending by the United States or a “Savings Glut” of Asia, but
of  an international monetary system that uses the USD as the key currency,
thus generating debt in the key currency country – the US. Further the fatal
flaw in a global currency system, which allows the US to run high deficits and
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print as much money as it needs, actually accentuates the problem. The global
imbalance can be corrected if and only if the global currency system is corrected.

Be that as it may, it may be noted that by running gargantuan current account
and budgetary deficits for several years now the US has become the engine
of world growth and remained as the major source of the growth in global
demand. It has provided markets for the exports from the rest of the world
and absorbed the same by its huge consumption. It has facilitated the efforts
of  countries in Asia led by China12 and Japan13 to accumulate foreign reserves
in order to insulate their economies from financial shocks by providing a globally
accepted currency. It has not only protected its currency economically, but also
used its army to defend its currency, in the process proving the necessary
confidence to the global investors. (This has been dealt in chapter II).

Clearly, should the US live well within its means, the global economy runs the
risk of  facing a recession. In such an eventuality, the world economy will have
to do without the growth stimuli it has become used to over the last several
years. Given the possibility of  a slowdown in the United States economy, which
looks increasingly likely, the prospect of  USD depreciation (why even a USD
collapse) cannot be ruled out. This may mean the resetting of the world
economic order.

There are economists who argue that the present arrangement benefits not just
the United States but also the Asian exporting countries and thus explains the
smooth functioning of “globalisation.” Nevertheless, the spectacular growth
of the US current account deficit in the past few years was met with warnings
that such large deficits were unsustainable, that foreign finance could not be
provided indefinitely by other countries, especially the Asian countries.

12 The accumulation of Forex reserves of China has a slightly different through
related reason. Unaffected as it was during the Asian contagion, China, according
to the accession to the WTO requires liberalization of its banking sector - a risky
policy given the weakness of China's banking system. Chinese banks have been the
instruments through which domestic savings from resident Chinese were channelled
to bankrupt State-Owned banks. As a result, banks are loaded with bad loans, a
situation that may lead to serious financial turmoil as bank liberalization takes
place. Thus, it makes a lot of sense for China's central bank to accumulate
international reserves to re-capitalize or bail out weak banks.
13 Japan has also accumulated reserves through foreign exchange market intervention,
albeit for a different reason. It has done so to fight deflation by preventing the Yen
from appreciating too fast and too much.
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Consequently, it is feared that the situation could culminate in an abrupt
unwinding of the existing positions either on the collapse of the value of the
USD or on the cessation of  capital inflows. As equity inflows gave way to
debt inflows and as private purchases of the US assets gave way to foreign
central bank purchases, these early warnings have become shriller by the day.
As the deficit persists and expands without obvious adverse consequences as
predicted, it has swelled the ranks of  doubters. Yet nothing of  note seems to
have happened as predicted. Is it the calm before the storm?

The longer the current pattern of global imbalances persists, the lesser agreement
there is amongst economists, scholars and analysts about how it ultimately will
pan out and resolved. No one is sure. Nevertheless, it is a popular view that
the international community can no longer be complacent about the growing
global imbalance.

As governments dither to remedy the situation, economists fear that the
global imbalance could unwind in a disorderly and disruptive way. In fact,
the fear of a correction is so high that no one wants to openly cognise
the same – leave alone attempting to remedy the situation. While it may
be difficult to hazard a guess on the net impact of the unwinding of the
global imbalances on the global economy, surely an economic holocaust cannot
be ruled out.

In recent years, however, there have been studies that have analysed and
suggested the process through which countries can contribute in reducing global
imbalances. Worldwide there has been enormous literature on this subject –
with many learned economists making scholarly researches and analysis on the
subject on hand. Some have found the existing imbalance perfectly “balanced”
and acceptable, suggesting that the present arrangement could well continue
for a few more decades. Some have suggested a way out for an orderly
unwinding. Some have predicted an abrupt unwinding of  the same.

This book is merely another attempt at contributing to the continuing
literature on the subject, first as an attempt to share information on this
crucial subject with the stakeholders of this country on the existence,
ramification as well as risks involved in the continuation of this imbalance as
well as in its abrupt unwinding.
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While there have been attempts to look at the issue from a purely
macroeconomic and current account balances outlook, this book while
analysing the extant issue, seeks to look at the entire issue from the Indian
developmental perspective, the need for capital to sustain her growth, the
suitability of an export driven model in the Indian context and other
associated policies.

But the mother of all questions remain - is globalisation as it is commonly
understood to mean an integrated world a conspiracy to rob capital one way
or the other?

It may be noted that the net suppliers of capital to the US have shifted over
time in the past four-decades or so. Post oil shock of  the seventies, petro-
dollar capital recycled from the rest of the world found its way to the oil
exporting companies and from them to the US through a series of intricate
political manoeuvring. The oil-exporting countries were the providers of  capital
to the US in the mid-seventies. Subsequently, the net capital flows largely
originated from Japan till its fall14 in the mid-90’s.  The next shift came in the
post East Asian currency crisis of the mid-nineties when many Asian countries
started to run capital account surpluses and emerged as some of the largest
providers of  capital to the Western world, particularly the US.

With the borrower15 virtually remaining a constant, what is noticed in the past
four decade or so is that the lender changes. Crucially, in the first few decades

14 The fall of Japanese economy is inexplicable
15 According to Willem Duisenberg, the president of Dutch central bank, the United States
has acquired these deficits due to increased military expenditure. This was way back on the
early eighties and what he added was quite prophetic - "It won't be the first time they let
other countries pay for their arms expenditures. The war in Vietnam was in fact not
financed by the United States either, but by other countries." Similarly Economic literature
published between 1959 and 1965 suggested that the excessive debt of  the US has been a
historical problem. Consider these:

• That the foreign debt problems of the US were already considered "serious" towards
the end of the 1950s;

• The US deficits since the 1950s were mainly the result of US military activities around
the world, and foreign investments by US companies, now it is the US domestic
consumption coupled with the US military activities.
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post World-War II meant the imbalances were bilateral in nature, which has
now turned multilateral.

For instance the post-war period was characterised by imbalances that were
generally between the US on one hand and one or two other countries: first
between the US and Europe, then between the US and Japan, and then the
US and OPEC. Today, the imbalance is multilateral, between the US on one
hand and Europe, OPEC, Japan, China and the rest of developing Asia, and
Latin America on the other. Is the borrower finding newer and newer means
to fund his requirements?

This book does not attempt to answer all these questions. Rather one must
confess that one does not have an answer for many of  these questions.
Nevertheless, there is a chilling set of co-incidences that are noticed and brought
about here to merely highlight the fact that the possibility of political dimensions
to the seemingly unrelated global and national economic events. While it is
indeed possible that the events that have unfolded in the global capital markets
in the post war period, specially in the past decade or so, may be purely
coincidental, actions by some forces leading to these momentous events and
following them do not suggest that they were entirely coincidental.

Quite the contrary, the fact that the beneficiary at every turn happens to be
one and the same raises the question of  a conspiracy. And that may well be
the unlearnt lessons of  the Asian currency crisis.

Yet this book is not about any conspiracy. It is about global imbalances.
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Table I.1

Table I.2
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CHAPTER II

Understanding Global Imbalance

Explaining the origins of global imbalance, its causes and
consequences on the global economy, its implications on the
currency valuations and how this imbalance is unsustainable.

The seemingly robust growth of the global economy in recent times
obscures a very important issue that it is in a state of extreme imbalance,
caused due to artificial currency valuations.16 On one hand we have
developing countries, mostly Asian countries, producing, exporting, and
saving on a massive scale. However, they lack the necessary confidence17

to consume their production and the resultant savings. On the other, we
have developed countries, notably the US, who are in post-modern stage
of economic evolution and run in a huge consumption binge.

The extreme levels of consumption and imports of some of the developed
countries are matched by the proclivity of most of the developing countries
to save and export.18 Thus, while a set of developing countries produce,

16 Some economists do not define it as a mere global imbalance caused by artificial currency valuations -
they attribute it to cultural factors and family values, usually prevailing in Asian countries which restrains
spending in a significant manner. Consequently, the very definition of global imbalance is challenged by
such economists and re-defined as cultural imbalance between the West and Asian values and refuse the look
at this issue within the narrow definition of currency imbalance. Broadly speaking, owing to cultural reasons,
Asian countries tend to have high saving rates, Anglo-Saxon ones low saving rates. In countries with high
saving rates, investment rates, do not match the high saving rate, and therefore these countries run a current
account surplus. The opposite applies in the Anglo Saxon countries, where investment exceeds savings and
consumption exceeds production. The differential cultural values leading to rejection of a narrow definition
of globalisation has been briefly dealt in Chapter I.
17 Ben Bernanke, the US Fed chief calls this as "savings glut," indicating as if savings were a vice. Crucially
it implies that he is blaming the non-consumption of the rest of the World for the present imbalance. Other
economists have blamed it on the lack of equally rewarding investment opportunities in other parts of the
globe. This has been briefly dealt with in Chapter I.
18 Commenting on the consumption binge within the US, the New York Times states  "US is the only major
country proclaiming itself indifferent to its currency value. In countries running persistent current account
deficits, governments normally - indeed must - reduce domestic consumption. But so far, the United States
has relied on other countries to adjust their economies to profligate American spending… (The New York
Times, February 20th, 2005)
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save and export, both their production and savings, developed countries
are consuming both the production and savings originating from the
developing countries. In effect, developing countries are building their
Foreign Exchange (Forex) reserves, while the developed countries are
accumulating the corresponding debt. It is at this point we look at the
causes of this imbalance, its impact on the global economy and
consequences that may follow.

The current global imbalance arises primarily because of the huge levels
of current account surpluses in some countries and matched by the current-
account deficits of a few other countries. For instance, the US current
account deficit was 7 per cent of its GDP in 2006 and stood at
approximately USD 850 billion While the current account surplus of Japan
and emerging economies of Asia as explained above accounted for about
60% of the current account deficit of the US and the rest was made by
oil exporting countries, thanks to the high oil prices prevailing in the global
markets and of course, by the other exporting countries of Asia.

The imbalance19 has become so acute and embarrassing that the assumption
of globalisation on capital flows – Refer Table II.120 - from developed
countries to capital starved developing countries – has been turned on its
head and has since then remained at the fountainhead of all global
macroeconomic debates.21 It is not a question of mere surpluses and deficits
19 This adjustment in current account balances between the United States on the
one hand and Asia on the other is the most prominent feature of the contemporary
global macroeconomics and remains till date the mathematical explanation of the
imbalance described above. The idea that the imbalance has benefits not just for
the United States but also for the surplus countries is also at the heart of the
economic justification of globalisation, as it is largely understood today. Naturally,
it follows that many economists and analysts who were votaries of globalisation,
are completely flummoxed by the turn of events and it is precisely because of the
overwhelming nature of the turn of events that the response to this complex subject
has been muted.
20 Source: various authorities
21 The argument put forth by some economists (Obstfeld and Rogoff, Roubini and
Setser, Mann, Mussa, for instance) was that such large deficits were unsustainable,
even for the US economy. Further, they had argued repeatedly that foreign finance
would not be provided indefinitely, and that the situation could culminate in an
abrupt interruption to capital inflows, sharp compression of the US current account,
and a global slowdown or worse.
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of countries for a year or two. Rather, it is the cause of these surpluses
and deficits on a sustained basis and its size that has placed the global
economy under tremendous risk of an abrupt unwinding.22

It is in this connection Mervyn King, Governor of Bank of England,
pointed out that capital has flowed “uphill” from “poor” to “rich”
countries. Similarly, Lawrence Summers agrees when he states “the majority
of the world’s poorest people now live in countries with vast international
financial reserves.” Obviously, one of the more pressing issues of modern
times is to find ways to recycle these countries’ savings back into their
own economies in support of development strategies that increase demand
and income more equitably across their household and business sectors
while reducing dependence on exports for growth.

Poor subsiding the rich for their consumption…..

Essentially, this imbalance is not merely an imbalance of external current
accounts of various countries. Rather the flow of capital from a set of
countries, which require huge quantity of capital for their own
development, engage in export of their precious capital on a sustained basis
to a few rich countries also raises the question of equity. To put it bluntly,
the growth of the rich countries hinges to a very large extent on the
sustained flow of capital from others. Strange as it may look, it is the
“poor” countries that are exporting capital that are being imported by the
“rich” countries. This is the conspiracy that was spoken of in Chapter I.
Whatever it is, surely it robs the poor countries of opportunities to use
capital – even the domestic savings for domestic investment purposes –
remains the most intriguing aspect of modern economics.

The cause of the current imbalance stems from the fact that post Asian
currency crisis, many countries found virtues in a weak currency resulting

22 It must be noted that the solutions proffered from well-intended quarters seems to
fear the abruptness in the unwinding process and therefore are directed at achieving
a soft landing. Implicitly, they seem to concede the fact that the there is a global
imbalance and that it needs a correction. The billion-dollar question is whether the
correction would be abrupt or spread over a period of time and the unwinding
process controlled and calibrated by some multilateral institution. Essentially these
arguments too concede that the global imbalance has gone out of control and hence
necessitate a dose of correction.
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in “competitive devaluation.” Under this scenario, many countries adopted
a mercantilist policy and to maintain their competitiveness, intervened
through their central banks in the currency markets by buying Forex,
notably the USD, against their own currency. Implicitly it meant the poor
developing world subsidising the rich23 developed world through its weak
currency and propping the USD against their own currency. In real
economics it has the calculated effect of developing countries exporting
deflation to the developed world and simultaneously importing inflation
from the others.

This arrangement is iniquitous. By maintaining a weak currency, central
banks of exporting countries are ensuring that the prices of the goods that
are manufactured in their country are available to the rich countries at
“competitive” rates.

It is in this connection that the UNCTAD report of 2006 states “China,
based on the long-lasting renminbi24-dollar peg, has transformed itself into
a kind of back boiler of the United States growth locomotive. After the
Asian and Latin American crises, more and more developing countries
have come to follow a similar path of adjustment by stabilizing their
exchange rate at a relatively low level, running sizeable current-account
surpluses and accumulating huge dollar reserves.

While this practice is widely suspected to be sub-optimal, in many respects
it represents the only feasible way in which developing countries can
successfully adapt to the systemic deficiencies afflicting today’s global
economic order, i.e., the absence of symmetric obligations of surplus and
deficit countries. It is no surprise that the under-valuation-cum-
intervention strategy is especially prevalent among developing countries
that have gone through currency crises in their recent past, following
previous liberalization of their respective financial systems and capital
accounts.”

23 The words Poor and Rich used are standard phases in the economic lexicon of
modern times. But to a layman it must indeed be perplexing to note that those
who lend money are called poor countries and those who borrow are called rich
countries.
24 Also called as the Yuan - the Chinese currency.
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….And finance the balance!

This “export led model” aided through a weak currency was matched by a
sharp deterioration in the saving-investment ratio in the US. With billions of
unemployed people within the developing countries, the “export led” model
rationalised through the Washington Consensus and legitimised by the Asian
Exchange crisis - suited the Asian countries as it provided job opportunities
to their unemployed. For instance, due to this arrangement, there has been a
massive increase in foreign currency reserves25 held by a group of  ten East
Asian economies since the 1997-98 crises.

At the end of  March 2006, the reserves of  this group stood at USD 2.6 trillion,
accounting for 57 percent of  total global reserves. It may be noted that Japan
and China held a combined 65 percent; the New Industrial economies (NIE)
held 28 percent; and the four ASEAN members the rest. All of these countries
have been running sizeable amounts of surpluses26 in their current accounts,
the bulk of which have come from their trade with the US and have been
sterilised. (The manner of sterilising and effect of the same has been dealt in
Chapter IV). Simultaneously, the total US net foreign debt has swelled to
approximately USD 2.7 trillion, leaving the US economy completely vulnerable.
This arrangement by which the current account deficit of the US is financed
through the current account surplus of  various countries is termed as global
imbalance.

25 Some analysts do not see this accumulation of reserves, especially dollar
denominated, as a mere function of trade surpluses. For instance, Heribert Dieter
argues that the motivations of Asian countries might be "less benign" than assumed
by the inventors of the 'Bretton Woods II' hypothesis. By accumulating American
treasury bonds, China is acquiring a powerful weapon. In the event of a major clash
between China and the US - probably about Taiwan - Beijing can destabilise
American financial markets and cause serious economic trouble for the United
States. It may be noted that the Asian crisis of 1997 followed a 34% devaluation of
the Chinese Yuan in 1994. The moot question remains - did China force the Asian
currency crisis?
26 Source: Global Imbalances and Emerging Markets by Barry Eichengreen and
Yung Chul Park
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It may be noted that this model also suited the developed nations as it provided
cheap manufactured products to them, made cheaper through a strong USD.
American economist Robert Blecker has examined the impact of  the overvalued
USD on the US manufacturing investment spending. He estimates that this
paradigm of an over valued USD from 1995 to 2004 lowered the US
manufacturing investment by 61 percent. This has structurally weakened the
US industrial base. It also makes the future task of trade deficit adjustment
more difficult as the US may now lack the innate capacity needed to produce
many of  the manufactured goods. Given a weak-manufacturing base in the
US, a solution that allows the US to cut its current account deficit by improving
its domestic manufacturing is increasingly becoming an impractical idea.

Apparently, the sustained rise in the gap between domestic production and
consumption could be met only through increased imports. This explains the
rising current-account deficits of  the US economy. The adverse shift in saving-
investment balance in the US is reflected both in the high budget deficit since
2002 and the deterioration in net personal saving since 1998.

No wonder, the US is running a deficit about 3.5 times larger than the deficits
of all other OECD countries combined. But this is not the end of the
argument and is not as simple as it seems. However, of  late countries are
discovering that this arrangement has its own limitations. Economists are
increasingly realising that while the rest of  the world exports goods and services
to the US, the US gives the rest, USD, (aggregating to more than USD 750
billions) every year. This arrangement would continue till the world “perceives”
the USD to have a value. While this is rooted in is pure psychology, simple
economics tells us this increased supply of the USD of this magnitude will
surely result in a fall in its value. And this is the predicament that the world is
confronting today.

Countries are becoming conscious that the value of the USD that they are
holding is fast eroding, whatever be the “officially managed exchange rate.”
And if  fewer people want the USD it would trigger an avalanche and the
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USD could tumble dramatically. No wonder, the Fed is loath to make public
the M3 figures,27 as it does not want the holding position of the USD by central
banks across the globe to be publicised. Interestingly, in such a doomsday
scenario, economists are betting on central banks of  other countries to defend
the USD. It would seem that the US has outsourced even this “Sovereign”
function of  defending its own currency. But the moot point is for how long
could the central banks of other countries engage in this self-defeating exercise.

Thus far, the US has been able to pass most major financial risks off to
its creditors, the most natural outcome of this exercise. Again it may be
pointed out to the fact that it is the countries that have lent, continue to
bear the associated risks. Yet countries persist with this arrangement because
of their collective belief on the USD and their own economic
requirements.

Consequently, countries across continents are caught in a serious dilemma
– should they not intervene, the collapse of the USD is imminent, and
should they continue to intervene in the Forex market to keep the value
of their currency down, they would be a long-term loser as the present
arrangement has self-contained seeds of destruction. While everyone is
conscious of this fact and prefers to postpone the inevitable, no one wants
to bite the bullet as yet. It is apparent that all these countries would benefit
if all of them would continue to hold USD, but paradoxically each of
them has an incentive too to sell their holdings first. The central bank,
which sells before a potential currency holocaust, could be the ultimate
winner. But even that would be a huge risk and a costly exercise for the
central bank. And that is a considerable deterrent.

The increasing imbalances in the current account positions across the globe are
posing tremendous risks for the functioning of the international monetary system
itself with hardly any solution in sight. The successful execution of correcting
this global imbalance will require more than a mixture of macroeconomic
policies in harmony across the globe - monetary, fiscal, and currency policies.
Put bluntly, countries individually or at multilateral levels do not seem to have
any viable solution to this vexed problem. And hence the global economy

27 On March 23, 2006, the US Federal Reserve System decided to cease publication
of the M3 monetary aggregate. This would be akin to a company refusing to
publish its Balance Sheet.
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continues to run the risk of a USD collapse, followed by a recession in the
US and a possible global meltdown caused by a currency holocaust.

Be that as it may, there are some economists28 who disagree on these
analyses, much less the doomsday prediction. Needless to say that such
an analysis – implying the sustainability of the current borrowing binge
suits the interests of the American government, as well as its consumers,
quite well. The sustainability idea of the present arrangement stems from
the fact that the US is in a unique position of providing the world’s reserve
currency unlimitedly. The US government would not have to drastically
reduce borrowing, nor would consumers have to restrict consumption and
increase saving.

Nevertheless such analysts are increasingly in a minority. It is in this
connection that one has to appreciate the initiative of the IMF to correct
global imbalances through what it calls the Medium Term Strategy (MTS).
The communiqué issued by the International Monetary and Financial
Committee (IMFC), emphasises on the fact that the correction of the
present global imbalance is a shared responsibility of nations – those who
have huge current account surplus and those who run the corresponding
deficits. Key elements of the strategy towards orderly rewinding of this
imbalance as suggested by the IMF are as follows:

• Raising national saving in the United States;

• Implementing structural reforms to sustain growth potential and boost
domestic demand in other countries;

• Fiscal consolidation in Japan;

28 Despite the persistence and pervasiveness of this doomsday prophecy, some
economists and analyst present a contrary view about the USD. For instance, Dooley
who is regarded as a votary of 'Bretton Woods II' hypothesis does not accept these
arguments. According to their analysis, Asia will continue to finance America for
well over a generation. Their argument rests on the hypothesis that the US economy
is continually extending its lead in the innovation and application of new technology,
ensuring its continued appeal for foreign central banks and private investors. They
dismiss the idea that the dollar's role as the global monetary standard is not
threatened, and the risk to US financial stability posed by large foreign liabilities
has been exaggerated. Such economists are a minority now.
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• Allowing greater exchange rate flexibility in a number of surplus countries
in emerging Asia through an improved surveillance programme and

• Promoting efficient absorption of higher export revenues in oil-exporting
countries through strong macroeconomic policies.

From the above it would seem that that the IMF is prescribing an antidote
to the much-touted Washington Consensus, which seems to have run its
full course. In effect, what IMF seeks to advocate is to limit export of
savings, encourage consumption through a consolidated process of allowing
exchange rate flexibility, encouraging savings29 in the US and
simultaneously, consumption in other parts of the world.  Apparently,
IMF has come to the conclusion that the current model that drives
globalisation is unsustainable.

Dr. Manmohan Singh, echoing this idea of the IMF, in his welcome
address to the Board of Governors of the Asian Development Bank (ADB)
at the 39th Annual General Meeting in Hyderabad, in May 2006,
highlighted the importance of correcting global imbalances that plague the
economy of both developed and developing countries. Dr. Singh stated,
“While to some extent mismatches in current account positions are to be
expected - and even desirable - in the global economy, large disparities raise
concerns about un-sustainability and hard landings. The process of
correcting imbalances can be disruptive if it is sudden and unexpected. The
present level of global imbalance cannot be sustained forever. It calls for
action both from countries having current account surpluses and those
having current account deficits. A coordinated effort is necessary to correct
the imbalances to prevent a sudden down turn.” The buzzword in the
multilateral institutions and world leaders seem to be correction of the imbalance
through a coordinated global effort.

29 United States personal savings rates peaked in the early 1980s to 11 percent of
GDP and have been trending steadily downward ever since. Unfortunately, merely
tinkering with the monetary and fiscal policies cannot raise savings rate in US, as
there are larger reasons for the fall in savings rate.
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Will it lead to a Dollar Collapse30?

The entire arguments made above centres around a very important question –
is the collapse of the USD imminent31? Ever since the US abandoned the gold
standard in 1971, the USD has been riding on the implicit backing of crude
oil. After all, the tectonic shift in abandoning the Bretton Woods coincided with
the increase in the oil prices, which in turn gave rise to the “petro-dollar”
phenomenon and an implied crude oil standard in lieu of the gold standard
that was prevailing till then. Now even high crude prices alone is not sufficient
to sustain the value of  the USD. It requires multiple commodity standard to
sustain the value of  the USD.

To amplify, economists are coming to a conclusion that most of the
currencies across the globe are highly undervalued vis-à-vis the USD, which
requires a massive dose of devaluation. For instance, a consensus exists
amongst economists and currency traders that the Yen is one of the most
highly undervalued currencies (estimated at around 60%) along with the
Chinese Yuan (estimated at 50%). This artificial under valuation of
currencies has resulted in increasing global liquidity, albeit artificially, and
needs to be corrected if the inflation monster has to be tackled globally.

To explain the implications of  this exchange rate mechanism adopted by
various countries, let us examine the price of a Big Mac hamburger sold in
various countries as demonstrated by the Economist. The theory holds that a
Big Mac in New York, for instance, is no different from a Big Mac in China.
30 It needs to be noted that some economists are betting on the collapse of the
USD. Martin Wolf calls this situation an "unsustainable black hole" and points
out "The US is now on the comfortable path to ruin." Maurice Obstfeld and
Kenneth Rogoff remark that "any sober policymaker or financial market analyst
ought to regard the US current account deficit as a sword of Damocles hanging
over the global economy". Further, Nouriel Roubini and Brad Setser (2005) claim
"The current account deficit will continue to grow on the back of higher and higher
payments on US foreign debt even if the trade deficit stabilizes. That is why
sustained trade deficits will set off the kind of explosive debt dynamics that lead
to financial crises."
31 The word "collapse" means a sudden as well as a big-bang event. When the
USD collapses, it could all be over within a few trading session spread over a few
days. On the other hand the benign dollar collapse referred is not one such short-
duration event that is going to happen on within a short period of time. This
process of currency unwinding may a long time, perhaps even a decade or two.
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The Big Mac index, computed by the Economist, is based on the theory of
purchasing-power parity (PPP). According to this theory, exchange rates should
move towards levels that would equalise the prices of an identical basket of
goods and services in any two countries. The “basket” of  goods and services
taken for comparison by the Economist is a McDonald’s Big Mac, which is
produced in around 120 countries. The reasons for the same are obvious. The
Big Mac is representative of  various goods and services needed in an economy
and serves as an appropriate tool for comparison.

Therefore, if the price of Big Mac in the US is say 1 USD then one expects
that price of the Big Mac in China to be 8 Yuan approximating to the
official exchange rate of Yuan to the USD. Thus by comparing the prices
of Big Mac across different countries, one can get an indication about the
relative valuation of each country’s currency. If the price of the Big Mac
is say 4 Yuan in China, then the Yuan is said to be undervalued and this
would call for revaluation. In contrast, if the Big Mac were to be priced
at 12 Yuan, then the Yuan would be said to be overvalued and would
call for devaluation. Using this loose inference, the Economist compares
the exchange values of the Asian currencies to the USD.

Table II.232 explains the under valuation of various Asian currencies using
the Big Mac reference price.

The sum and substance of this argument is that it will not be possible to
reduce the US deficit without reducing surpluses elsewhere in the world.
Further, apart from the US, countries like Australia, New Zealand, UK
and Spain run large deficits. Countries with the largest surpluses are Japan,
Germany, Switzerland, Netherlands, Sweden, and Singapore along with
Russia, China, and the members of the Organization of Petroleum-
Exporting Countries (OPEC), thanks to high oil prices prevailing since
2004. And to correct these imbalances it is important not only to have an
appropriate exchange rate mechanism but also an investment climate in these
countries that encourages higher absorption of  their savings.

It is conceded that the Big Mac Index may not be the most scientific method
of capturing the exchange rate mismatch in the global economy; the fact of
the matter is that it is quite an indication of  things to follow. While this Table

32 Source: The Economist
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demonstrates the serious nature of the under valuation of the global currencies,
the fact of the matter is that unless this asymmetry is remedied at the earliest,
the world runs a risk of an abrupt USD collapse. It is time to take
“Burgeonomics” seriously and not brush aside its significance and pointers that
emerge from it.

The extant global imbalance33 as well as the attendant risks was well
captured in a Speech, by Mr. Rodrigo de Rato, the Managing Director
of the International Monetary Fund, at the Economic Society of Singapore
May 24, 2006, who stated “Global imbalances must eventually unwind.
The risk is that they will be unwound in an abrupt and disorderly way.

For example, there could be an abrupt fall in the rate of consumption
growth in the United States, perhaps triggered by a slowing housing
market or a disorderly adjustment might be triggered by developments
in financial markets. Trends in exchange rates in recent months are in the
right direction to help aid the adjustment process and, so far, have been
orderly. But if investors become suddenly unwilling to hold the US
financial assets at prevailing exchange rates and interest rates, this could
lead to an abrupt depreciation of the USD and increases in interest rates
in the US. This could cause global financial market disruptions as well as
a downturn, and both could affect the open, trading economies of Asia
seriously.”

Excessive circulation of Dollar leads to increased global liquidity

Further, artificially undervalued currencies coupled with increased USD
circulation globally give rise to excessive liquidity in within their national
economies. This leads to increased inflationary pressures, both nationally
as well as internationally. It needs to be further noted that while
commodities ranging from metals to food grains have one common feature -
they are denominated and traded internationally in USD. Given this weakness
of  the USD, it is natural that the prices of  commodities have soared in the
past few years when denominated in USD terms.

33 It may be noted that once the Americans are involved, the "Global" appellation
has to naturally follow.
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In fact, if only these currencies had been revalued, global inflation would have
been under check. It may be noted that inflation triggered through such currency
valuation is not only limited to commodities, but elevated asset prices prevailing
globally from stock markets to real estates across the globe are a result of this
currency valuation mechanism.

Commenting on the above phenomenon in Power and Interest News
Report Jephraim P. Gundzik wrote the world growth “was hardly
sufficient to be behind the further rise of commodity prices in the first
five months of this year (i.e. 2006). Rather than demand pushing the value
of commodities higher in the past 18 months, it has been the (impending)
dollar’s devaluation against commodities that has pushed commodity prices
to record highs. In other words, it is not zinc, copper and silver prices
that are gaining.” As the players fear the fall in the value of the USD and
reach out to various assets and commodities, the prices of these
commodities and assets rise. Refer Table II.3 and II.4

To get an idea of the enormity of world’s supply of USD Gundzik
calculates the USD value of rising crude oil prices. In 2004, global demand
for crude oil grew by a mere four percent. Nevertheless, higher oil prices
advanced by as much as 34 percent. Consequently, it is this factor that
significantly contributed to increase the world’s USD supply by about
USD 330 billion. In 2005, international crude oil prices gained another
35 percent when global demand for oil grew by only 1.6 percent.
Nonetheless, the world’s supply of USD increased by a further USD 460
billion.

This increased liquidity caused by excessive supply of USD is driving global
inflation. But as the supply of USD increases, the financial markets across
continents expect the value of USD to fall. This once again leads to a mad
scramble for asset and commodity purchase leading to higher inflation.
While one is unable to fathom the cause and effect relationship between
the increase in the prices of one commodity and the other, the fact of the
matter is that the increase in the value of commodities as well as assets has
been the result of  increased liquidity caused by undervalued currencies.

It may be noted that the US has not only been running merely a current account
deficit. In fact, the US has been running a budgetary deficit along with the current
account deficit. Remarkably, however, the current account deficit continued to
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rise despite slower economic growth. Two factors are primarily responsible
for that.

Firstly, the Bush administration turned budget surpluses of  the Clinton era into
massive budget deficits. Secondly, American consumers continued to indulge
in a spending spree and thereby functioned as the global economy’s ‘consumer
of  first resort,’ leading to current account surpluses of  other countries. In effect,
the global imbalance is caused by the US acting as the consumer of the first
resort and Asian countries acting as the lenders of the last resort.

Of course, this excessive supply of USD has also been pushed higher during
the past two years by rising prices of other dollar-denominated commodities
as mentioned above. Although some of the increase in the world’s supply
of dollars since 2004 has been reabsorbed into the US economy by the
twin American deficits, current as well as budgetary, it is estimated that
as much as USD 600-800 billions remains outside of the US, some of this
money has undoubtedly found its way into the asset markets of other
countries. Most of it has been parked in alternative investments such as
commodities, stocks, real estates and other markets across continents,
leveraged many times over. Needless to reiterate, the excessive USD supply
too has fuelled this property and commodity boom across markets and
continents.

Obviously, despite all that is stated above what aids and sustains USD is
a “suspended sense of disbelief” amongst countries about the value of USD.
Yet, commonsense tells us that the excess supply will definitely result in
a fall in the value of any product. The USD is no exception.

The huge trade deficit carries significant adverse financial implications. In
particular, growing foreign indebtedness makes the USD vulnerable to an
investors’ loss of confidence. And this is a major risk. If investors decide they
no longer wish to accumulate USD denominated assets, the USD stands to
fall or even collapse and interest rates will rise globally. Additionally, a dramatic
weakening of the USD would most likely accelerate inflation because of heavy
reliance on imported goods and limited domestic manufacturing capacity to
replace those goods within the US.
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What makes the USD collapse a distinct possibility is the fact that in the next
couple of years, economists34 estimate that Asian countries may have to hold
approximately USD 7 trillion of  foreign reserves, say in 2010 or 2011, up from
USD 2.4 trillions in 2004. In such a scenario it is impossible to expect the central
banks of  these countries to go on and continue to accumulate Forex reserves.
It also would become increasingly difficult for the central bank in these countries
to mop-up the excess domestic liquidity that would have to accompany the
accumulation of  Forex reserves.

It may be noted that the central banks of these Asian countries sterilise the
inflows by issuing domestic debt instruments. Essentially, this would constitute
a swap of high yielding domestic debt instruments for lower yielding foreign
ones35. The larger the inflows, the more difficult it gets for the central banks
to successfully do that. The higher the quantum of  reserves held by these
countries, the higher would be associated the costs for these economies in
holding the same. And when the costs involved in sterilisation substantially
increase because of the quantum of sterilisation or the rise in interest rates,
sterilisation becomes unsustainable.

Naturally, it is left to the US army protects the USD36

It would take no seer to say that the collapse of the USD could well occur
when even a small fraction of the existing traders exit the USD trade. It could
well be akin to the proverbial straw on the camel’s back. The late Iraqi leader
Saddam Hussein was fully aware of this paradigm. Seeking to exploit the
inherent weakness of the present arrangement in the global financial architecture
and more particularly the USD, Saddam wanted to trade his crude in Euros,
which would have led to a lower demand for the USD and thereby trigger a
dollar collapse. And those were his “weapons of mass destruction - WMD”

34 Source: (Roubini and Setser)
35 The same has been explained in greater detail in Chapter IV.
36 It is indeed strange that this dimension of "protecting" a currency and
"maintaining" its value through the intervention of the army is one of he most
obvious yet unexplored area of macroeconomics.
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Taking a dim view of  the events leading to the invasion of  Iraq, William Clark
from the Centre on Research on Globalisation states “It is now obvious the
invasion of  Iraq had less to do with any threat from Saddam’s long-gone WMD
program and certainly less to do to do with fighting International terrorism
than it has to do with gaining control over Iraq’s hydrocarbon reserves and in
doing so maintaining the US dollar as the monopoly currency for the critical
international oil market. Throughout 2004 statements by former administration
insiders revealed that the Bush/Cheney administration entered into office with
the intention of  toppling Saddam Hussein. Indeed, the neo-conservative strategy
of installing a pro-US government in Baghdad along with multiple US military
bases was partly designed to thwart further momentum within OPEC towards
a petroeuro.”

And if  some analysts are to be believed, Venezuela and notably Iran too possess
the very same “WMD.” Unsurprisingly, it requires some specious arguments
and military intervention to protect the USD. Never in the history of  mankind
has a national army protected the national currency so vigorously as the US
army has done is the past decade or so.

Put differently, if  Japan had an army that were as strong as the US, the Japanese
Yen would be as strong as the USD. Naturally, the US is extremely wary of
any country that has both an economic might as well as a modern army. That
arrangement would have the potential to challenge the unquestionable position
of  a splendid isolation currently enjoyed by the USD.

To understand the implication of  what has been stated above it is essential to
digress a bit to understand the impact of  the army in the valuation of  currencies.
To do so, let us examine as to why the oil trade is not denominated in any
non-dollar currency. What is bizarre to note here is that in spite of  the fact
that crude is produced mainly in Middle East; officially it can be purchased in
USD terms from one of  the two oil exchanges situated in New York and
London.
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Therefore, a potentially destabilising development for the USD was reported
in June 2004 announcing Iran’s intentions to create an Iranian Oil Bourse. This
announcement led to speculation that it could increase competition between
the Iranian oil exchange and the existing two oil exchanges, located on either
side of the Atlantic. It may further be noted that US corporations own both
these oil exchanges. The macroeconomic implications of  a successful Iranian
Bourse are profound. Actually, if  Iran switches to the Euro for its oil payments
from its customers, it would usher in a new oil price that would well be
denominated in Euro.

The domino effects of these developments are unfathomable at this point in
time. While one is not sure the impact such a development would have on the
flow of international commerce to the Middle East, one can be near certain
that if  Iran’s bourse becomes a successful alternative for oil trade, it would
explicitly challenge the hegemony currently enjoyed by the existing two exchanges
and implicitly to the USD. This clearly explains the repeated American paranoia
of  Iran and accusing it of  having WMD. The recent thaw in the shrill campaign
that was visible in 2005 and 2006 on this issue between Iran and the US can
be attributed to the fact that Iran has postponed the launch of this exchange.

Clearly, should Iran carry out the threat to commence oil trade in Euros or
better still put in place an Oil Exchange, the USD would come under
tremendous pressure. As a bargaining chip, the US has allowed to put the
matters relating to the WMD in the cold storage, as Iranians too, as a quid
pro quo measure postpone their decision to commence this new oil exchange
or trade their oil in Euros. Analysts now are increasingly betting on an American
invasion of Iran based on these developments and not on the existence of
WMD in Iran.

Naturally, as is the case with Iraq, the American threat to invade Iran will be
with respect to Iranian decision to trade oil in non-dollar terms and will not
be related to WMD as is commonly believed.

To understand the implication of  the oil trade in Euros the concept of  Reserve
Money needs to be appreciated. It is common knowledge that a currency, when
not backed by anything precious, is a piece of  paper. When the US abandoned
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the Gold Standard in early 70’s, countries habituated by then to USD under
the Bretton Woods arrangement continued to accept USD as an international
currency without demur, as the world was not prepared for any alternative.
Else, the global economy would have collapsed by 1971. But the “diplomatic
silence”37 hardly solved the problem. It had merely postponed it and that has
come to haunt the next generation.

Post-gold standard,38 by a tacit approval of OPEC and strategic
manoeuvring, the US had ensured that its currency is implicitly backed
by crude instead of gold. This explains the American “geo-political and
strategic interests” in Middle East.  But, over a period of time even this
was found to be insufficient and consequently the oil standard of the 70’s
gave way to an implicit multiple commodity standard of today.

As a result, the commodity price including crude has soared in the past few
years. Unfortunately, this arrangement too is failing the US. No wonder, the
USD increasingly resembles the promissory note of  a defunct finance company.
As the intrinsic strength of  the US economy fails to defend the USD, the US
is increasingly dependent on its army for sustaining the value of  the USD.

It is no coincidence that global trade in most commodities including oil are
denominated in USD, as the respective international exchanges are located in
the US. To what extent are the prices of  these commodities manipulated to
protect the USD is anybody’s guess. However, it may not be out of  place to
mention that the estimated cost of production per barrel of crude produced
is less USD 10; it is sold approximately at USD 75 in the international market.

But as traders across continents lose their faith in the USD, commodity prices
soar and this has led to inflation across the globe. No wonder, countries are
forced to increase their interest rates of  late to fight inflation. This has triggered
an interest rate hike across continents and the US is finding it extremely difficult
to sustaining its current borrowing programme. In the alternative, central banks
of various countries have to resort to allow appreciation of their own
currencies. Either way, the world has to prepare for the currency correction
and its related consequences.

37 Or was the silence earned through "diplomatic channels?"
38 The gold standard is explained in greater detail in Chapter V
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Table II.1

Summarising these arguments Larry Summers pointed out the potential risks
in global markets and stated a couple of years back: “Globalisation has been
a boon to the US economy, but America’s spending addiction now threatens
to undermine that virtuous global economic circle. The country that is now
more economically central than is has been in decades is borrowing more than
any other country in the world. ... Unless it is brought under control, the US
savings crisis will soon be the world’s problem.”
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Table II.2
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Table II.3

Table II.4
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CHAPTER III

The Asian Connection

A Weak Yen and Yuan fuel Global Monetary Expansion programme
- any correction to The Global Imbalance has to address this issue

Now let us cross the Pacific - to the “other side” of global imbalance. In his
essay on Capitalism and Freedom, Milton Friedman made an argument that
has been put forth repeatedly by those who dismiss the notion that trade
imbalances are a problem. Postulating a greatly undervalued Yen (1,000 to the
USD), the celebrated economist stated “that at such an exchange rate the
Japanese could sell much to us, we, nothing to them. Suppose we pay them in
paper dollars. What would the Japanese exporters do with the dollars? They
cannot eat them, wear them, or live in them. If they were willing simply to
hold them, then the printing industry— printing the dollar bills— would be a
magnificent export industry. Its output would enable us to have the great things
in life provided nearly free by the Japanese.”

Unfortunately, this outlandish suggestion of Friedman has become very
basis for the global imbalance. And if we replace the Yen with Yuan or
for that matter any other currency, it would yet validate Friedman’s
analogy mentioned above. Yet, despite the fact that these countries could
import nothing or very less from the US as explained by Milton, countries
precisely chose their development strategy based on a weak currency. What
is their endgame in such an exercise? Are they victims of the Western
conspiracy or are they in effect conspirators who are playing some well
designed global game? Now, let us look at the impact of some of the
undervalued currencies or surpluses generated by some countries on the
global imbalances.

Japan – the Central Bank to the global order

The net impact of  a weak Yen and its domino effect on the global liquidity
has been a subject of  extensive debate in recent times. As explained in Chapter
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II, the Yen remains to this date one of  the weakest currencies of  the world
leading to a phenomenon of  what is called as the Yen carry trade caused by
low Japanese interest rates that have caused excessive liquidity globally. It has
to be noted that Japan has a huge Forex surplus in excess of  USD 900 billions
to 1000 billions caused primarily by a weak Yen.39 Under the Yen carry trade
scenario investors borrow the Yen at low funding costs and then purchase
currencies or equities in other regions, particularly those in emerging markets
that yield a higher return.

The Yen carry mechanism is to borrow Yen at virtually zero rates, (currently
the Japanese Rates are set to 0.5%) from the Japanese Banks, convert them
into other currencies which offer higher interest rate and gain net. This would
work as long as the Yen does not appreciate against the USD or for that matter
other currencies. Since the Japanese have consistently a policy of  a weak Yen,
this carry trade system works as the Japanese hedge the players against any
exchange loss. Further, the US treasuries so purchased are further leveraged
by hedge funds and others several times over and invested in the various markets
across continents – in stock markets as well as real estate markets.

That zero rate interest policy has lasted about ten years and remains till date
the first source of providing extreme liquidity worldwide. Once the Bank Of
Japan starts to raise interest rates in Japan or has a liquidity crunch, it is expected
that the Yen carry trade will start to unwind creating volatilities in capital markets
and currency markets across continents.

39 The Bank of Japan by holding the Yen low and steady is in effect providing
foreign exchange cover for private-sector savings (while simultaneously providing
an incentive for exports), which from households continue to go heavily into the
low-yield postal savings system. Japan's overseas investments can produce a real
return to the Japanese that even an increased investment in Japanese bonds will
not. Economists such as Richard N. Cooper suggest that Japan's reserves are now
so large that it should consider separating some of them into an investment
account, as Singapore, Norway, and several OPEC members have done, to be
invested abroad in other higher-yielding securities - in other countries or in stock
exchanges.
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Press reports suggest that there are literally trillions of  Yen carry trade positions
scattered amongst various countries and across markets. The phenomena is so
widespread and has gone on so long, that not many central bankers including
the BIS seem to have data on the known net amount of  Yen carry trade.

According to the annual Report of the BIS for the year 2007 “Estimating the
size of carry trades and assessing their impact on exchange rates is notoriously
difficult. In the absence of publicly available data on positions in foreign
exchange markets, several alternative indirect measures are typically used. These
include: data on the open interest of speculators in currency futures; different
variables capturing trading activity in foreign exchange markets; style analysis
of  hedge fund returns; and the BIS international banking statistics. Overall, when
matched with measures of  carry trade profitability, they all suggest that these
strategies could have played a significant role in exchange rate developments
during the period under review.”

In effect, the Bank of Japan has been acting like a central bank for the
world through the Yen carry trade, as its decisions to raise or lower
interest rates could change the liquidity flows, even under a static Yen
exchange rate. In effect, the world has become hypersensitive to Yen shifts,
hooked on to “free” Japanese credit used to fuel asset booms everywhere,
and in every sector.

And should Yen appreciate or interest rates rise in Japan, it would naturally
accentuate the flows from other markets into Japan. But since Japan is
wedded to a weak Yen and a low interest rate regime, one can say with
some authority that this is only hypothetical. But for how long can this
continue?

Nevertheless, as interest rates in Japan are still low at about 0.5% and with the
Japanese still pursuing a policy of  a weak Yen, it still makes sense to enter into
this Yen carry trade. And this huge sum as it flows into one market within a
country would automatically increase the liquidity flows to other markets.
Obviously, this leads to liquidity driven asset appreciation in all markets. For
instance, in India the appreciation in the value of stock markets in the past
few years has led to appreciation in the value of assets as well as domestic
commodity markets. It is but natural that the liquidity driven boom in one
market cannot be contained and quarantined and it flows from one market to
the other.  It may be noted that given their extremely low interest rates, presently
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the Swiss franc is another popular currency apart from the Japanese Yen to
finance the carry over trade; it is this phenomenon that is increasing global
liquidity leading to elevated asset and commodity prices. On the other hand,
the most popular currencies to invest in are the Australian and New Zealand
dollars, both relatively high interest rate currencies.

As mentioned above, The Bank of Japan literally acts like a central bank
of the world supplying huge liquidity that finds its way into markets
everywhere. The following would be the consequences as and when the
Yen appreciates and the carry trade unwinds: US treasury bonds will
become less desirable as the interest differentials that exist would evaporate
when Yen appreciates.

The US is not the only beneficiary of this Yen carry trade. Markets
worldwide have benefited through this release of massive amounts of
liquidity, as Yen borrowed for virtually nothing are then invested
eventually in stock markets, currency markets, commodity markets as well
as real estate all across the globe.

As Japanese economy recovers and Yen strengthens, interest rate in Japan
would rise. A rising Yen and interest rate in Japan is a double whammy
for the carry trade arrangement. This could cause a massive unwinding
of asset prices across the globe. This is simply because that Yen carry trade
has gone on for about ten years and the accumulated positions are just
astronomical.

Over the past there have been a number of reports suggesting traders will
be looking to unwind the Yen carry trades. As Yen strengthens against
other currencies, especially against the USD, this could result in buying
back of the Yen and selling of the other currencies. There are concerns
this action could result in a liquidity crunch worldwide leading to interest
rate spikes world over.

Those who clamour for remedying the situation by revaluation of the
Yen40 must remember, that any attempt at strengthening the Yen is also
fraught with enormous amount of  risks as the unwinding of  the Yen carry
trade has the potential to destabilise the global financial architecture.

40 This is one of the most standard prescriptions for correcting the global imbalance
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Revaluation of  the Chinese Yuan

China has experienced an enormous increase in Forex reserves during the
past several years, reaching the one USD trillion mark in early 2007.
China’s global current account surplus soared to approximately USD 250
billion in 2006 (USD 202 billions in 2005). This is attributed to the “Wal-
Mart effect”- of importing inexpensive products from China. The net
result: China has become by far the largest surplus country in the world,
recently passing Japan and far ahead of all others. Most economists
attribute the rise in reserves as a direct consequence of China’s exchange
rate policy of holding the value of the Yuan, the Chinese currency, at
8.28 to a USD for approximately a decade till about 2005.

This exchange rate policy practised by China for over a decade has resulted
in a huge surplus in its current account. Adding direct investment flows
to the current account surpluses, China records an aggregate Forex flow
of nearly 10% of GDP. The main reason for China’s favourable balance
of payments surplus is the strong propensity to save as well as an
undervalued Yuan. On an average, China’s savings rate amounts to over
50% of GDP. The propensity to save is mainly due social and cultural
factors. Cumulatively, China is now the biggest exported of manufactured
goods as well as capital.

Furthermore, the transition to a market economy has entailed the
dismantling of certain social structures, which are no longer able to
provide primary services such as health care, education and pension
benefits. This spurs people to save more for precautionary reasons. Finally,
the “unsophisticated” financial system in China and the policy of low
interest rates do not allow savings to be channelled to productive domestic
investment.

This export-led growth model41 is based on economic and political motivations.
The first is that sectors exposed to international competition can easily attract
more foreign investment and technology transfer, exploiting the obvious relative
advantages of the Chinese labour force.

41 This model can be successfully fashioned by only an economy, which saves. A
consumption driven economy, in contrast to China (or for that matter any of the
Asian countries, which are predominantly saving economies) cannot be trusted
to implement the same export led model even with a weak currency.
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This is crucial for providing employment for its vast unemployed millions. Such
an economic and employment policy is born out of the desire of millions of
Chinese to improve their living standards and remains to this day as one of
the most sensitive aspects of the current phase of development of the Chinese
government as it also demonstrates the constraints of policy choices before
the Chinese authorities. In order to be politically sustainable, the Chinese
economy must grow at a rate capable of absorbing the supply of labour
arriving from rural areas. Else China runs the risk of  collapsing as a political
entity.

What compounds the problem for the Chinese is that if the Yuan were
to appreciate strongly to truly reflect the competitiveness of Chinese
industrial products and the balance of payments surplus, as suggested by
some economists, import prices, particularly those of agricultural products
would fall, hitting the earnings of around millions of Chinese peasants.
This explains the Chinese authorities’ cautious approach to exchange rate
policy. In fact, the threat of imports of cheap farm products remains as a
singular deterrent to the revaluation of Yuan.

What has exacerbated the position is that foreign direct investment (FDI)
inflows have been substantial for the past several years. The trade surplus
and FDI inflows as sources of foreign exchange have been further
augmented since 2003 by a large inflow of Chinese non-resident funds from
abroad as well as possibilities of “capital round tripping” – where Chinese
capital escapes taxes in mainland china and re-enters China as FDI. What
is important to note here are that the errors and omissions in China’s
balance of payments accounts, which were historically negative, turned
strongly positive in 2003 and 2004, suggesting an unrecorded inflow of
funds into China.

The increased remittances and other funds might have been drawn back
into China by the boom conditions since 2003, particularly in real estate
and recently in the Stock Markets there. They may also have been attracted,
however, by increasing discussions, emanating mainly from the United
States and leading to official US pressure on China, for a revaluation of the
Yuan against the USD – which has been hanging fire for the past few years.
Given such huge inflows of  Forex into China, the Chinese authorities purchase
the US Treasuries and other securities to earn interest on such inflows while
simultaneously selling Yuan-denominated bonds domestically to soak up the
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excess liquidity caused by the Forex inflows. This has the calculated effect of
exporting precious savings from China.

What is objectionable for investors is that through this process, Beijing
encourages over-investment in manufacturing export industries and
excessive urban development and artificially stoking a speculative bubble
in China’s stock market. On the other hand, this export of capital causes
under-investment in Chinese domestic needs, such as decent sanitation and
clean water in rural areas, and aggravates income inequality within China.
These processes also exacerbate job losses in manufacturing and widens
economic inequality in other countries – both developed and developing,
thereby undermining the assiduously built free and fair global trading
system.

It is precisely for these reasons that for the past decade or so, the US has
been mounting pressure on China to revalue the Yuan or even let the
currency float. To understand the implications of an undervalued Yuan
on the global trade, accumulation of Forex reserves and its contribution
to the global imbalance it is crucial to map the emergence of Chinese
current account surplus the manner in which countries across the globe
have been dealing with the extant situation.

The US government report – the Report on the US-China Economic and
Security Review Commission way back in 2004 indicated that there was
tremendous pressure by the US Congress on the US government to ensure
such a currency revaluation is carried out by China at the earliest. Other
countries, the report noted, including Japan and Europe, had also voiced
their support for a stronger Yuan. However, since then there has been
no significant adjustment of the USD against the Chinese Yuan, which
was fixed at 8.28 to an USD in mid-90’s and was virtually cast in stone
till 2005. This was possible through an interventionist policy of the Chinese
central bank by continuously buying the USD at that rate for nearly a decade.

The US-China Trade – Mutually Assured Destruction (MAD)?

What makes the Yuan value central to any discussion on the global
imbalance is that the Trade between the US and China has burgeoned in
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the recent decade as much as the current account surplus of China too had
swelled simultaneously.  Over the past ten years, the US deficit with China has
grown at an average rate of 20 percent, and if it continues growing at this
rate, it is expected to double in approximately four years. Moreover, US goods
trade with China is by far the United States’ most lopsided trade relationship
as measured by the ratio of  imports to exports for the US. Axiomatically, China
is heavily dependent on the US market, with exports to the United States
constituting thirty-five percent of total Chinese exports, while only four percent
of the US exports go to China. According to this Report to the Congress by
the Security Review Commission the trade deficit with China is of major
concern because of the following reasons:

• It has contributed to the erosion of manufacturing jobs in the US

• Manufacturing is critical for the nation’s economic and national security,
and

• The deficit has adversely impacted other sectors of the US economy as
well.

It may be noted that the Yuan was pegged to the USD since 1997 at 8.28
to a USD till 2005 and replaced through what is technically called a
crawling peg. Given the large trade imbalance between the US and China,
this Report argues that the Yuan should be revalued upwards significantly.
The crux of the issue is that that by pegging its currency firmly to the
USD at artificially lower levels, China is alleged to subsidise its exports through
an exchange rate policy. It is further alleged that this artificially low exchange
rate inhibits the growth of imports into China and encourages exports from
China.

The Chinese, for their part, argue that a stable Yuan is essential in
maintaining Asian economic stability. In fact, during the Asian financial
crisis of the late 1990s, China steadfastly defended the Yuan at this rate
and did not allow the Yuan to depreciate as was suggested in some quarters.
It is vital to at this point to recall that China was widely applauded world over
for doing so because this action of the Chinese was believed to have prevented
a round of competitive currency devaluations in Asia and containing the Asian
contagion from spreading any further. But times have changed and the world
now perceives the then hero to be a villain.
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It is alleged that this “manipulation of  the Exchange Rate of  the Yuan” is not
in line with the spirit of  the WTO’s principle of  free and fair trade, especially
under Article XV of  the GATT, which stipulates that members should not
take exchange rate actions that “frustrate the intent of the provisions of this
agreement.” The intent of the agreement is stated in the preamble, which
declares the objective as ‘‘entering into reciprocal and mutually advantageous
arrangements directed to the substantial reduction of tariffs and other barriers
to trade.’’

Similarly Article IV, section 1, of the IMF’s Articles of Agreement
requires members to ‘‘avoid manipulating exchange rates or the
international monetary system in order to prevent effective balance of
payments adjustment or to gain an unfair competitive advantage over other
members.’’

While IMF does not prohibit a fixed exchange rate mechanism as that of
the Chinese, it surely does not permit the exchange rate being set too low,
which would therefore necessitate the need for protracted, large-scale, one-
way market intervention to prevent appreciation. This is the IMF’s
definition of currency manipulation. Experience has shown us that this is
how a country maintains an undervalued currency in order to gain
competitive advantage in the world trade.

The report further states that there can be little doubt that China has been
engaged in extensive, ‘‘protracted large-scale intervention in one direction.’’
Such intervention has China’s central bank buying USD in exchange for
Yuan deposits in the Chinese banking system. The net result is that
between December 2000 and mid 2007, foreign exchange holdings of
China’s central bank have shot many times over from USD 166 billion
to in excess of one trillion in early 2007.

Economists in the US in the past year or two have been pointing out to the
imperative need for a substantial depreciation of  the USD against the Yuan to
correct the trade imbalance between the US and China. For example, Fred
Bergsten, Morris Goldstein, Nicholas Lardy, and Michael Mussa from the
Institute for International Economics (IIE) in Washington D.C., all suggest that
an immediate 20 to 25 percent appreciation of  the Yuan is warranted.
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The logic for the revaluation is explained in a simple example given hereunder.
Conventional wisdom has it that if  the USD is valued at say Rs 40 to a USD,
exports from India can become far competitive if the USD is priced at say
Rs 50. This would mean more Rupees to the exporter and hence he could
price his exports lower. In contrast, any imports, which could have been
“competitive” when the USD is valued at Rs 40, may become “uncompetitive”
should the USD be valued at Rs 50. Simply put, by ensuring the value of the
USD at 50, India would be ensuring an increased protection or additional
advantage of 25% over the baseline rate of Rs 40.

In short, exchange rate mechanism offers tremendous flexibility to countries
to offer protection to their domestic industries. It is in this background
the exchange rate mechanism and the associated protectionism has always
been used on the sly by countries and its impact, though proximate, has
been a point of contentious debate within the WTO.

Over the past couple of years the US has been piling up extreme pressure
on the Chinese to revalue its currency. The US feels that this exchange
rate regime of China is an unacceptable mercantilist policy as this implicitly
subsidized exports from China into the US and also simultaneously levies
a tax on exports from US into China. The US feels that such a manipulated
exchange rate regime is an impediment to its national economy and imposes
a certain amount of risk even to the global economy.

The next Report to Congress on International Economic and Exchange
Rate Policies issued in May 2005 states “China’s fixed exchange rate is now
an impediment to the transmission of price signals and international
adjustment, and imposes a risk to its economy, China’s trading partners,
and global economic growth. China has clearly stated that it intends to
move to a market-based flexible exchange rate, and has undertaken the
necessary and appropriate preparations. It is now widely accepted that China
is now ready and should move without delay in a manner and magnitude that
is sufficiently reflective of  underlying market conditions.”

At what seems to be a heavy snub at the Americans, the Chinese revalued their
currency by 2% in July 2005, well below the 30% revaluation demand made
by the US. Since then the Chinese Yuan has appreciated by approximately 8%
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against the USD in the past 24 months or so and is currently traded at
approximately 7.75 Yuan to a USD.

Be that as it may, while economists are debating on the efficacy and positive
impact of the revaluation and even questioning the benefit of such a move
to the US economy, lawmakers in the US are increasingly beginning to
see the exchange rate as one of the biggest barriers to practicing fair global
trade. Desperate over the burgeoning trade deficits for the country as a
whole and with respect to China in particular, some lawmakers in the US
have suggested a bill in the US Senate calling for a tariff of 27.5% on
China’s exports to the United States if the Chinese fail to change its
currency policy. The figure of 27.5 per cent is the average amount that
the sponsors of the bill cite as the under-valuation of the Chinese currency.

The technical justification and legal grounds for initiating such an action
would be under Article XXI of the General Agreement of Tariffs and
Trade (GATT) 1994, which allows members of the World Trade
Organization (WTO) to take “any action” that it considers necessary for
the protection of its “essential security interests.” The arguments that is
made out by the some of the US law makers is that the artificially low
priced imports from China due to its undervalued currency is jeopardizing
the domestic industry of the United States and compromising the US
interests and thus warrants action under the above mentioned Article XXI
of the GATT 1994.

Another action that is contemplated by the US authorities is to compensate
the domestic industry in the US through a countervailing duty for the
for the amount of Chinese subsidies including the under-valuation of the
Chinese Yuan. Further, one understands that under China’s accession
arrangements to the World Trade Organization, a safeguard clause was
included to protect the US textile industry in the event of a surge in textile
imports. The United States has already announced imposition of  safeguard
restrictions on certain categories of textiles imported from China. Having tasted
success in raising protective barriers, the US wants to revalue the Chinese Yuan.

Consequently, one apprehends the return to protectionism and the collapse of
the existing world order built in so assiduously through the WTO. It is all too
common in competitive politics for politicians to blame other countries for
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the ills plaguing their own country. The solution then appears easy - impose
tariffs and protect domestic industry – a proposal no one within a country
can ever oppose.

Yet as we have seen, the imbalances are a shared creation and hence no
one country will be able to solve it unilaterally, least of all by imposing
tariffs. A revisit to increased tariffs is a distinct possibility should these
imbalances not get corrected at the earliest. And a tariff in one country
could bring back the denial of market access in other countries by way
of retaliation, potentially harming the entire world economy. If instead,
countries see the imbalances as a shared responsibility, it will help guide
the domestic debate in each country away from the protectionism.

Clearly the US lawmakers are in a protectionist as well as in a
confrontationist mood against the Chinese, who in direct contrast are in
no mood to listen to the diktats of the former. More importantly, the
US feels that once the Yuan is revalued, it could pave way for the
revaluation of a host of currencies across continents. As a result, the US
feels that the trade deficits held against it by its major trade partners could
be addressed and this would in turn remedy its current account deficits.
This, the US expects to be a sort of magical wand to cure its current
account deficit which in the last count stands in excess of USD 800 billions,
a sum that is too large even for the gigantic US economy to bear.

Of  course there are contrary views against this strategy proposed by the US.
In an article titled “China Syndrome” Steve H. Hanke and Michael Connolly
point out that the exchange rate of  the Yuan has been “set in stone at 8.28”
since June 1995. Adjusting for inflation in China and the US, they argue that
the real value of  the Yuan has depreciated by only 2.4% during the last decade
and consequently, the Yuan is in equilibrium in the sense that China’s inflation
rate has converged to the US rate.

Further, the authors point out that the IMF’s most recent Country Report on
China concluded, “it is difficult to find persuasive evidence that the Yuan is
substantially undervalued”. Of  course, such protectionist approach, the authors
state, could violate the provisions of the MFN status offered by the US to
China under Article I of  GATT. Despite the inherent logic in these arguments
the voice of  these authors are in a minority.
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Nevertheless, a good number of economists in the US have repeatedly
suggested to the US government to ensure an immediate and significant upward
revaluation of  the Chinese Yuan against the USD, which they expect would
reduce the US trade deficit with China. They also suggest that other East Asian
countries Viz., Japan, Taiwan, South Korea would, as a direct consequence of
the Yuan revaluation, “cease improperly intervening in currency markets to gain
competitive advantage.” It must be noted that these countries too run large
trade surpluses with the United States and keep their exchange rates low, in
part, to stay competitive with China.42

It is in this connection C. Fred Bergsten of the Peterson Institute in a
testimony before the Hearing on the Treasury Department’s Report to
Congress on International Economic and Exchange Rate Policy and the
Strategic Economic Dialogue Committee on Banking, Housing and Urban
Affairs in early 2007 states “By keeping its own currency undervalued,
China has also deterred a number of other Asian countries from letting
their currencies rise very much against the for fear of losing competitive
position against China. Hence China’s currency policy has taken much
of Asia out of the international adjustment process. This is critical because
Asia accounts for about half the global surpluses that are the counterparts of
the US current account deficit, has accumulated the great bulk of the increase
in global reserves in recent years and is essential to the needed correction of
the exchange rate of the dollar because it makes up about 40 percent of the
dollar’s trade-weighted index. The most obvious Asian candidates for sizable
currency appreciation in addition to China are Japan, Taiwan, Singapore, and
Malaysia.”

42 Some economists have expressed a contrary view. According to them apart from
China and Japan, some of the Asian economies with relatively large current account
surpluses are Singapore, South Korea, Hong Kong, Taiwan, and Malaysia. Other
countries, such as Indonesia, Philippines, and Thailand, all have such small
surpluses, sometimes combined with trade deficits, that it is difficult to imagine
their enthusiasm for currency appreciation. And should they revalue their currency,
it is possible that they could of course move into current account deficit. And with
the memories of the Asian financial crises of 1997-98 are still fresh enough to counsel
caution in this regard while they would welcome the improvement in relative
competitiveness for some of their industries that a Yuan revaluation would bring, it
may not necessarily translate into revaluation of their currency as is generally
suggested.
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Pushed to the wall, it seems that the US is desperate to act now. With increased
job loss and flight of  manufacturing sector from the US, these interventionist
mercantile policies of  China are having a debilitating effect on the US. Further,
the trade deficit of the US for 2007 is expected to be in the region of USD
900-950 billions. More importantly the report reports that currencies of  many
South East Asian countries are competitively devalued in harmony with the
Chinese Yuan.

To bridge the trade deficit gap the US has to ensure that Yuan is first revalued
and in tandem certain other currencies of its major trading partners (like Japan,
Korea and Taiwan for instance) too are revalued. As a very serious
recommendation, there is pressure on the US government to use the provisions
of  The 1988 Omnibus Trade and Competitiveness Act, which require the
Treasury Department to examine whether countries are manipulating their
exchange rates for purposes of gaining international competitive advantage.
The Treasury is to arrive at its finding in consultation with the IMF.

Have the Chinese outsmarted the US?

What is indeed intriguing is that a country – the US - that prides in being
“independent” from other countries especially in security affairs is now caught
in a quagmire as it has to be constantly in the good books of the Chinese and
other Asian governments if it wants to avoid a sudden shock. Countries that
hold large USD denominated Forex reserves have a powerful tool in their
arsenal - they could wreck American financial markets at a mere click of a
mouse. And that could instantaneously dynamite the global financial system.

Surely they may have no obvious intent to do so as it would be suicidal. But
if they want, they could well “engage” the US to discuss with them on their
terms. The fear for the US obviously would be that should these countries
dump their holdings of American treasuries on financial markets, they could
probably cause a crash in the financial markets. According to Lawrence Summers
“It is a new form of  mutually assured destruction that has quietly emerged
over the last few years.”

What has set the cat amongst the pigeons is the fact that Chinese government
has proposed in June 2007 to inject USD 200 billion into a new government
company that will buy assets abroad.  Beijing calls this as an effort to make
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more profitable use of  its USD 1.2 trillion Forex reserves, much of  which
are kept in low yielding US treasury bonds.

What will distinguish this Chinese fund is not just its size, but that it will be a
government entity owned and run by the government of China and in the
process, converting private Chinese savings into public investments. Chinese
investment thus far has focused on energy and raw materials to support its
expanding manufacturing base. China would prefer to “import from itself,”
owning its overseas supplies to assure security and avoid market fluctuations.
Importing at the internal cost of production, rather than at a price set by rising
global demand, will give Chinese industry another edge in world competition.
Crucially it will be the beginning of  a new geo-political order.

Is a weak currency game a Chinese conspiracy43 – given that it has been played
to perfection and with a strategic intent? Has the US been led the garden path
by the Chinese and in the process put the US in a state of extreme vulnerability?
With the current account deficit being approximately 7-8% of the US GDP
contributed predominantly by imports of manufactured goods – China has
become the manufacturing factory for the US. The weak manufacturing base
of the US – (the contribution of the US manufacturing sector to the US GDP
is less that 25%) makes the imports of manufacturing in to the US that much
disproportionately bigger. Naturally, the destabilising impact of  the US imports
on the US manufacturing set up is simply benumbing, particularly from a
strategic perspective. And all these add to the global imbalance.

The Chinese, it seems are merely playing ball to the American consumption
binge,44 taking advantage of the asymmetry in the global currency regime by
building huge Forex reserves and then leveraging them in near future to suit
their geo political interests. Nevertheless, the huge reserves of  China, is
increasingly becoming the Achilles heel of  the US. Is the hunter becoming the
hunted? This element of the global imbalance has escaped critical scrutiny thus
far and is now fast emerging as a new dimension for policy analysts.

43 It may be noted that the Chinese Devaluation of  34% in 1994 was one of  the triggers for
the Asian currency crisis.
44 Some analysts also call this as the balance of terror - a strategic geo-political positioning
between the US and China before their ultimate showdown one day or the other
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The Rest of Asia, notably the Oil exporting economies too are important
players

While China continues to hog the limelight for a variety of reasons including
the reasons as stated above, what is adding fuel to the fire is that two-thirds
of  the world’s oil comes from troubled emerging economies. What is causing
alarm in the West and in the US is the growing financial clout of  countries in
the Middle East, Russia and Venezuela as a result of  sustained high oil prices
and their build-up of  foreign assets.

What is missed in the melee is that Chinese and the Japanese surplus (of
which, much noise is made out by the US) is dwarfed by those of oil-
exporting emerging economies. It is estimated that the Forex surplus are
expected to total USD 500 billions, over half of it will accrue in the Middle
East. Relative to their economies, the oil producers’ external surpluses look even
bigger: Saudi Arabia, the UAE and Kuwait have an average surplus of  around
30% of  GDP, making China’s 8% seem almost modest.45 These surpluses are
having a huge impact on international capital flows; and they may, unless the
right policy prescriptions are applied, undermine efforts to unwind global
imbalances in an orderly way.

According to the IMF, the cumulative surpluses of  oil exporters could amount
to USD1.7 trillion in the five years to 2007 in comparison to China’s Forex
accretion of USD 700 billion during the same period. Needless to emphasise,
the surge in oil revenues over the past four years is perhaps the biggest windfall
ever enjoyed by a group of  countries. What is worrying strategic analysts is
that as many of these countries are not favourably disposed to the US –
Venezuela or Iran for instance, they could easily be the potential candidates to
destabilise the US financial markets, its economy and by extension the global
economy.

What complicates the issue is that the present cycle of expensive oil and bumper
surpluses may prove more durable than its predecessors. Most analysts expect
an elevated price for oil for some time in the future, some46 even predicting
USD 100 per barrel of crude. However, despite such elevated prices of oil,

45 Source: The economist dated 7th December 2006
46 Venezuelan leader Chavez is one of them.
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oil exporters are spending a smaller share of their windfalls on imports and
thereby saving more.

Commenting on the net impact of the high oil prices and its impact on the
global financial markets the Economist predicts that the net result of this
increased liquidity is stirring up “frothy financial markets.” Further, it states that
Middle Eastern money is much harder to track than Chinese capital, because a
large chunk of  foreign assets are held not as official reserves but in secretive
government investment funds.

Moreover, whereas China buys American treasury securities direct from
American brokers or dealers, Middle Eastern purchases of bonds are
typically channelled through intermediaries in London, hiding their true
ownership. Oil surpluses are also flooding into equities, hedge funds,
private equity and property. In the 1970s petrodollars were deposited in western
banks, which lent too many of them to developing countries and thus sowed
the seeds of  Latin America’s debt crisis. Today, given the complexity of  modern
capital markets, the flood of money may be storing up different sorts of
trouble.

What must be indeed tormenting strategic analysts within the US is that many
of  these countries are not favourably disposed towards the US. In fact, many
of  them consider themselves to be victims of  American hegemony. And in
order to extract their revenge, these countries too could be using these financial
assets, in tandem with a few others to wreck the value of  the USD. This is
another significant risk that the world is facing out of global imbalance. The
future wars by these countries with the US may well be fought in the global
financial markets. And the US perhaps runs the risk of  not even knowing who
the enemy is.

And finally Germany too has current account surpluses

The other major industrialised country with a large current-account surplus is
Germany, which also has a long-standing tradition as a surplus country.
However, this tradition was interrupted in the early 1990s in the wake of
unification of  Germany. Recently, German current account has once again since
2000 begun to show surpluses. This is simply because of  the German
government’s strategy of  raising international competitiveness and an export
led model of  growth. As a result, Germany’s current-account balance has
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improved from 1.7 per cent of GDP in 2000 to 4.1 per cent of 2005, while
its closest trading partners saw corresponding movements into deficit.

It is quite remarkable that Germany, one of the world’s biggest
manufacturer exporter countries hardly features in today’s intense
international debate over global imbalances. This is simply because
Germany’s huge surplus is hidden behind the Euro area’s overall fairly
balanced current-account position. It may be noted that Germany during the
1990s has relied on exports to stimulate GDP growth through exports. The
downside of this arrangement has been low domestic demand and surplus
savings. However, given the fact that Germany is facing an ageing population
it is estimated that Germany is facing a declining number of  households who
have the potential to save. Consequently, it is estimated, that in the near future
the current account surplus of  Germany could well come down. However, at
this point in time Germany too is a huge contributor to the global surpluses
and in effect a net contributor to the global imbalance.
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CHAPTER IV

Understanding Global Policy Responses

Analysing policy responses in major countries of dealing with the
extant situation, which are fast spiralling out of control

Indian Liquidity Position

The excessive global liquidity as explained in the previous chapters, it
facilitated buoyant growth of money supply and credit in India47 during
2005-06 and 2006-07. For instance, the net accretion to the Forex reserves
aggregated to excess of USD 50 billions (approximately Rs 225,000 crores)
in 2006-07. The RBI’s strategy of sterilisation (through which RBI sucks
out excessive money) to control excess liquidity seems to have its own
limitations (primarily because sterilisation has its own costs).

Crucially, this incremental flow of foreign exchange into the country has
resulted in increased credit flow by our banks. While GDP growth
accelerated from 7.5 % to 9% between 2004-05 and 2005-06, the
corresponding acceleration in growth of broad money (M3) was from 12%
to 17%. Year-on-year, M3 grew by 21% on January 19, 2007 coupled with
an equally impressive overall credit growth. Surely, this is another fuel
for growth.

In order to deal with the extraordinary credit growth and inflation from
early-August 2006, the RBI announced on October 31, 2006 certain
monetary measures to stem inflationary expectations. Unlike the previous
occasions, when both the repo and the reverse repo rates were raised by
the same 25 basis points, thereby keeping their spread constant at 100 basis
points, on October 31, 2006, only the repo rate was raised by 25 basis
points. With a repeat of this policy move on January 31, 2007, the repo
rate reached 7.5% with a spread of 150 basis points over the reverse repo
rate. A further 25 basis point increase was carried out and the repo rate

47 India is merely a case in point. Most developing & developed countries are
facing similar problems and the solutions attempted in India are mirrored
elsewhere in other countries.
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as at August 2007 stands at 7.75%. The ostensible purpose was to make
credit overextension that much costly.

Further, the RBI increased the cash reserve ratio (CRR) by 25 basis points
on December 23, 2006 (5.25%) and January 6, 2007 (5.5%) and followed
it up with a further increase of 25 basis points, which was effected on
February 17 and March 3 2007 where the CRR was hiked to 6% and then
subsequently to 6.5% in April 2007. This was followed with a further
increase by 50 basis points to 7% in August 2007. The net impact of the
hike in the CRR is slowly beginning to impact money supply in the
economy.

The money multiplier or the ratio of broad money (M3) to reserve money
(RM), which had steadily risen from 4.33 in 2000-01 to 4.76 in 2005-06
before peaking at 4.93 on November 10 2006 has since fallen to 4.69 for
the week ended February 16 2007. Table IV.148 chronicles the increase and
decrease in money multiplier in the Indian economy over a period of time.
It is hoped that the rise in CRR would have a dampening effect on money
circulation in India and thereby control inflation.

The above mentioned monetary policy intervention of the RBI through
increase in CRR is not an exception. Rather, it remains the rule globally.
Consequent to the rise of crude oil prices, as well commodities as explained
above, headline inflation in major advanced economies remained firm since
the middle of 2006 till March 2007 for which authentic data are available
at a global level.

According to the RBI “Amongst major economies, headline inflation in
the US rose from 3.4 per cent in March 2006 to 4.3 per cent in June 2006.
Although it has since moderated to 2.8 per cent in March 2007, it remains
at elevated levels. In the UK, CPI inflation increased to 3.1 per cent in
March 2007 from 1.8 per cent a year ago. In the Euro area, inflation
remained above the target of below but close to 2.0 per cent till August
2006, and moderated thereafter to 1.9 per cent in March 2007.”

Further, the RBI goes on to add, “Notwithstanding some moderation in
headline inflation, core inflation still remains firm in major economies.

48 Source: Hindu Business Line dated 12th March 2007
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CPI inflation (excluding food and energy) was 2.5 per cent in the US in
March 2007 (2.1 per cent a year ago) and 2.1 per cent in the OECD
countries in February 2007 (1.6 per cent a year ago). Many central banks
have, therefore, continued to tighten monetary policies in order to contain
inflation and inflationary expectations, especially in view of continued
strength of demand and possible stronger pass-through of past increases
in oil prices.”

This position of RBI in tackling inflation is reflected in the approach of
other major central banks. After having raised its target Federal Funds
Rate by 425 basis points since the tightening began in June 2004, the US
Fed had paused at each of the meetings held since end-June 2006.
Nevertheless, it has indicated that future policy adjustments will depend
on the evolution of the outlook for both inflation and economic growth,
as implied by incoming information. In Europe, notwithstanding some
easing of inflation since August 2006, risks to the price outlook are seen
on the upside due to the possibility of further oil price rises and additional
inflation. The European Central Bank (ECB), therefore, raised the key
policy rate by 25 basis points each on five occasions during 2006-0749 (June
2006, August 2006, October 2006, December 2006 and March 2007).

In view of strong economic activity, limited spare capacity, rapid growth
of broad money and credit, rise in asset prices and expectations about
inflation remaining above the target in the near term, the Bank of England
too raised its policy rate by 25 basis points each in August 2006, November
2006 and January 2007 to 5.25 per cent. The Bank of Japan (BoJ), after
maintaining zero interest rates for an extended period, raised the overnight
call rate by 25 basis points each on two occasions - July 2006 and February
2007 - during the year to 0.50 per cent. Amongst other major advanced
economies, central banks in Australia, Norway and New Zealand raised
their policy rates during 2006-07. Obviously, while the inflation worries
continue to haunt central bankers, their policy responses have been
“uniformly similar.”

The following table50captures various indicators of global inflation as well
as the policy responses from various central banks.

49 Subsequently raised to 4% by June 2007
50 Source RBI
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Global Inflation Indicators in Per Cent

Country/ Key Policy Policy Rates Changes in CPI Inflation Growth
Region Rate (As on Policy Rates (y-o-y) (y-o-y)

April 18, 2007 (basis points)

Since Since 2006 2007 2005 2006
end  - end- (Mar.) (Mar.) (Q4) (Q4)
March March
2005 2006

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

Developed Economies

Australia Cash Rate 6.25 75 75 2.8 3.3 2.7 2.8
(Nov. 8,2006)

Canada Overnight Rate 4.25 175 50 2.2 2.0 2.9 2.3
(May 24, 2006)

Euro Interest Rate on
area Main Refinancing 3.75 175 125 2.2 1.9 1.7 3.3

Operations (Mar. 8, 2007)

Japan Uncollateralised
Overnight 0.50 50 -0.1 -0.2 4.0 2.3
Call Rate (Feb. 21, 2007)

UK Official Bank 5.25 50 75 1.8 3.1 1.8 3.0
Rate (Jan. 11, 2007)

US Federal Funds 5.25 250 50 3.4 2.8 3.2 3.1
Rate (June 29, 2006)

Developing Economies

Brazil Selic Rate 12.50 (-)675 (-)400 5.3 3.0 1.4 3.8
(Apr. 18, 2007)

India Reverse Repo 6.00 125 50 4.9 7.6 9.3 8.6
Rate (July 25, 2006)

Repo Rate 7.75 175 150
(Mar. 30, 2007)

(150) (150)

China Benchmark 6.39 81 81 0.8 3.3 10.4 11.1
1-year (Mar. 18, 2007)

Lending Rate (300) (300)
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Note:
1. For India, data on inflation pertain to CPI for Industrial Workers.

2. Figures in parentheses in column (3) give the date when the policy rates were
last revised.

3. Figures in parentheses in columns (4) and (5) give the variation in cash reserve
ratios during the period.

Source: International Monetary Fund, websites of respective central banks
and the Economist.

The other side of successful accumulation of Forex reserves

The story of India’s Forex accumulation is one of the most impressive
stories of post independent India in the economic field. From a low of
less than a billion USD in early 90’s, the Forex reserves of India has
burgeoned to well over 200 billion USD by end of June 2007. The
composition of these reserves is a mixture of NRI deposits, inflows on
account of portfolio investment, FDI inflows and balances in the current

Indonesia BI Rate 9.00 50 (-)375 15.8 6.5 4.9 6.1
(Mar. 6, 2007)

Israel Key Rate 4.00 50 (-)75 3.1 0.8 4.8 3.7
(Feb. 26, 2007)

Korea Overnight 4.50 125 50 2.0 2.2 5.3 4.0
Call Rate (Aug. 10, 2006)

(80) (80)

Philippines Reverse 7.50 75 0 7.6 2.2 6.1 6.5
Repo Rate (Oct. 20, 2005)

Russia Refinancing 10.50 -250 -150 10.6 7.1 7.0 7.7
Rate (Jan. 29, 2007)

(150) (150)

South Repo Rate 9.00 150 200 3.9 5.7 4.5 6.1
Africa (Dec. 8, 2006)

Thailand 14-day 5.00 275 50 5.7 2.0 4.7 4.2
Repurchase Rate (June 7, 2006)

1-day Repurchase 4.00 - (-)94
Rate (Apr. 11, 2007)
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account, which is negative in the aggregate for the period since 1991 till
date. There could also be some net inflow of aid. Current trends show
that the Rupee, which was around Rs 26.9 in March 1991, fell to around
49.08 to a USD in May 2002 and was hovering around Rs 45 for the past
couple of years.

However, recently reversing this trend, the Rupee, which was
approximately Rs. 45 per USD at end-March 2007, appreciated by about
8-10% in the following weeks. The recent appreciation of the Rupee against
the USD is a cause of concern in some section of our economy. The
Rupee, after being allowed to appreciate by the RBI in the second quarter
of 2007, stands at approximately Rs. 41 to a USD in end July 2007. This
policy response of the RBI of allowing a steep appreciation of the Rupee
needs to be examined.

On the whole, the Indian economy has been swamped with more Forex than
it requires - thanks to the recent phenomenon a rush of capital inflows from
various sources including the traditional flow of  Forex deposits and remittances
from the NRIs. These inflows are not being adequately absorbed in the
economy because of  a variety of  reasons, not the least being the conservative
exchange control policy of the RBI.

The consequence of all these has been that while the Indian Forex reserves
have swelled with no corresponding Rupee appreciation against the USD
for many years. In fact, the Indian Rupee has had a benign movement
against the USD (both appreciation and depreciation) for over a few years
with no significant gyrations recorded during the past few years.

This is ostensibly due to the fact that India has followed its Asian peers
of pursuing an interventionist mercantile policy resulting in weaker
currency across the globe. In light of the fact that most of the Asian
countries follow this policy of having a weak currency, the government
of India and the RBI believe that a strong Rupee could wreck our
competitiveness.

It may be recalled that this policy has been followed in the face of sustained
intervention in the Forex markets and artificially peg the value of the
Rupee down. So the RBI has been intervening in the Forex market to
prevent the Rupee from appreciating too fast. And while the Chinese have
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virtually “pegged” the Yuan to a USD, the RBI has allowed the Rupee to move
within a narrow bandwidth. To this end, it has bought up Forex from the
market and sold Rupees in return. But this has caused an in excess liquidity in
the Indian economy.

The Forex that the RBI has been buying and subsequently holding have
in turn swelled the Forex reserves of India. With increased global
intercourse countries maintain some foreign exchange in reserve as an
insurance against sudden financial panic, especially in the Forex markets.
The critical question is how much of Forex reserves are adequate for India,
given her import requirements and the estimated flow of foreign
investments into India.

For instance, if imports were to shoot up or if foreign investors were to
suddenly pull their money out of the stock market, the central bank needs
to have enough Forex reserves to meet their foreign exchange demands.
Otherwise, the Rupee would go into a tailspin. In effect, what should be
the extent of such insurance? There are various experts who have opined
differently on this matter. However, notwithstanding the above, the three
most common sets of parameters used by economists are:

• Whether there is enough foreign exchange to fund future projected
imports

• To meet sudden withdrawals of short-term capital and

• Reserves as a percentage of select measures of money supply

Beyond all these, like many other Asian countries, the RBI too believes
that these standard benchmarks in determining the excess reserves have
been rendered infructuous by the Asian currency crisis and with it its
ability to absorb any probable currency shocks. In fact, the RBI itself
admits its fixation with building up reserves in its Report of October 2004
when it states “Adequacy of reserves has emerged as an important
parameter in gauging its ability to cushion external shocks. At end-March
2004, the import cover of reserves was about 17 months. The ratio of
short-term debt to foreign exchange reserves declined from 146.5 per cent
at end-March 1991 to 4.2 per cent at end-March 2004. The ratio of volatile
capital flows (defined to include cumulative portfolio inflows and short-
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term debt) to reserves declined from 146.6 per cent at end-March 1991 to
36.0 per cent at end-March 2004.”

What this means in reality is that the RBI could be still intervening in
the market to buy up foreign exchange not because it needs those but
because it is trying to keep the Rupee from appreciating as well as ensuring
an insurance plan is put in place. The central bank’s exchange rate policy
is the driving force; the increasing reserves are a mere consequence. But
holding Forex reserves involves an opportunity cost — measured by the
difference between the rate of return on the official portfolio and the
return available from alternative notional investments.

And this is where the analysis of the RBI’s policy begins. To understand
that we need to figure out what happens to the Indian economy when
the RBI injects Rupees into the economy for the Forex reserve it holds.
This results in a rather disturbing situation of too much Rupees chasing
too few goods - the classical situation for inflation.

Precisely to prevent this, the RBI has been selling the government securities
it holds to suck out the Rupees released into the economy. This operation
of the RBI, of sucking the extra Rupees in the economy through the sales
of government Securities, is called “sterilisation”. And this explains the
manner in which the RBI has formulated its policy of intervention on
the Forex markets over the past few years. While allowing temporary and
minor fluctuations around the 45 Rupee mark till March 2007, the RBI
has repeatedly intervened to ensure a relatively stable exchange rate for
the Indian Rupee.

The Sterilisation process would work as long as the RBI had enough
government securities in its portfolio. With continued intervention in the
Forex markets accompanied by a selling of government securities, the
portfolio of RBI has considerably shrunk. The RBI held Rs. 140,000 crores
of government securities in January 2002. By January 2004 its portfolio
had shrunk to Rs. 35,000 crores.

Since then this has been virtually exhausted so much so that the central
bank has introduced a new security, which it uses to sterilise excess
liquidity. In fact, apart from these new securities issued by the RBI, that
it has been forced to increase the Cash Reserve Ratio (CRR) clearly points
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out to the excessive liquidity overhang prevailing within the Indian economy.
Table IV.251 clearly brings about the lack of  domestic asset in the RBI portfolio,
which has come to be dominated by the Forex assets only. On the contrary
the RBI is left with a domestic liability on this account, since it has issued certain
instruments for sterilisation purpose after exhausting its domestic assets.

Unfortunately, this interventionist policy has its own limitations as the
sterilisation process by itself becomes increasingly costly as a country
accumulates reserves. It may be noted that the returns on the Forex
reserves52 held by RBI are typically lower than what it has to pay on the
sterilisation bonds issued by it. Needless to emphasise the differential
interest costs to be absorbed by the RBI.

What is important to note is the economic consequence of the sterilisation
process and the costs involved.

For instance, if the net inflow of capital continues as witnessed in India
in recent times, then sterilisation process will become endless and could
result in inflation resulting in continued upward pressure on interest rates.
This could prove counterproductive. Such an increase in interest rates will
attract more Forex inflows and add to the upward pressure on the Rupee
to appreciate. The recent appreciation of the Rupee, albeit mildly, higher
interest rates and large accumulation of official reserves is a clear pointer
that the RBI is caught in a surging inflow of capital - interest rate spike -
Rupee appreciation cycle.

This leaves the RBI on the horns of a policy dilemma. If it stays away
from intervening in the Forex markets, the Indian Rupee will appreciate
fast (as witnessed in April and May 2007) and exporters will raise a hue and

51 Source Annual report of the RBI for the year 2006.
52 According to the Annual report of the RBI for the Year 2006, the total earnings
from its Forex assets was Rs 25,569 crores as against a Forex asset holding of
approximately Rs 750,000 crores at the year end and RS 630,000 crores as average
holdings during the year. The average gross returns on these holdings aggregates to
a mere 4.1% (in 2005 it was much lower at 3.2% and in 2004 far lower reflecting the
global interest rates which were benign in these years and subsequent hardening
since then). In contrast, the domestic reverse repo rate and repo rate maintained by
the RBI was 6 per cent and 7 per cent, respectively, effective July 25, 2006, clearly
reflecting the costs involved in sterilisation process.
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cry. If  it makes large-scale purchases in the market, as it has been doing hitherto
for the past several years, money supply will increase causing inflationary
pressures. While this will dampen the appreciation of  the Rupee, it would
definitely impact interest rates. In order to check inflation if  the RBI increases
the interest rate, it could well lead to a greater inflow of foreign funds and
that could well become counterproductive. Given these limitations in managing
the Forex inflows and virtually exhausting the policy options under its command,
the RBI had to resort to a dose of revaluation of the Rupee Vis-à-vis the USD
in April 2007.

Obviously, a managed-float of the Rupee as well as Forex reserve
accumulation caused by relatively weak domestic absorption of foreign
capital has resulted in a significant challenge to the RBI on the monetary
management front. Though RBI has been extremely professional in
effectuating its sterilisation program in moderating the control over the
money supply within the economy, sterilisation costs are indeed becoming
an issue. Moreover the size of capital flows into India is rendering the
sterilisation programme infructuous.

Further, the buoyant growth witnessed in recent years in Indian economy
had fuelled a demand for increased commercial credit, which has eased
the pressure on monetary management in a significant manner. In fact,
thanks to the dexterous management of the situation by the RBI one feels
that India had virtually achieved the mythical trinity of having capital
flows, maintaining exchange rates and managing its monetary situation.

Nevertheless, some economists have argued that the recent surge in capital
flows is in response to positive return on investments is in the face of a
near stable exchange rate – implying that RBI is insulating the foreign
investors into India of Forex risks by maintaining the rate of the Rupee.

Consequently, they are of the view that high reserve policy has run its
course and must be abandoned in favour of a flexible exchange rate regime.
It has to be noted that every economy has to pay some (implicit) costs
while integrating with the global economy. While those that have been
explored by RBI Viz. sterilisation is costly and those unexplored Viz. free
float of the Rupee risky, the only viable, sensible and durable alternative
would be to allow the gradual appreciation of the Rupee. Perhaps the RBI
has already prepared for allowing the Rupee to appreciate vis-a-vis the USD.
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Has RBI made an exit from USD denominated assets?

With a Forex reserve of  more then 200 billion USD the R.B.I is in for tough
times. As the Rupee appreciates by around 10% (from its pre-March levels of
Rs 45 to an USD) the RBI loses around Rs 90,000 crores in Rupee terms as
the Rupee value of  the reserve it holds will plummet. Although this loss is
notional it has the severity of  creating major disturbances in the RBI’s Balance
Sheet.

However, despite these doomsday predictions, it may be noted that the RBI
has recently reported valuation gains in its Forex holding for the period April
2006 - March 2007 of  approximately 10 billion USD. This is surprising as the
Rupee was more or less stable vis-à-vis the USD during the period and has
subsequently appreciated by approximately 8-10%. At best there could be a
no-loss no-gain situation, and, at worst a loss of 10% of the USD holdings,
in Rupee terms because of  Rupee appreciation as explained above.

Then how come the RBI reports a valuation gain of USD 10 billions?
Apparently, this valuation gain is possible only if  the Forex assets of  RBI are
substantially denominated in other currencies and not in USD. Since many major
currencies have appreciated in 2006-07 against the USD, one can safely surmise
that the RBI has very less of  USD denominated assets. Has the RBI read the
collapse of the USD fairly early and made a strategic exit from holding on
the Dollar assets? Surely this was not a step that the RBI took only in 2006-07.
An analysis of the Balance Sheet of the RBI would demonstrate that the RBI
was preparing for the same for an extended period of time.

To amplify further what has been stated above an analysis of  the functioning
of the Currency and Gold Revaluation Account (CGRA) and Exchange
Equalisation Account (EEA) becomes essential.  According to the RBI53 gains/
losses on valuation of foreign currency assets and gold due to movements in
the exchange rates and/or prices of gold are not taken to Profit and Loss
Account but instead booked under a Balance Sheet head named as CGRA.
The balance represents accumulated net gain on valuation of foreign currency
assets and gold.

53 Source: RBI Annual report 2006
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During 2005-06, there was an accretion of  Rs. 59,882.97 crore in CGRA, thus
increasing its balance from Rs. 26,906.21 crore as on June 30, 2005 to
Rs. 86,789.18 crore as on June 30, 2006. The balance in CGRA at the end of
June 2006 was equivalent to 11.6 per cent of foreign currency assets and gold
holdings of  the Reserve Bank of  India (RBI), as compared with 4.5 per cent
at the end of June 2005. The increase was on account of increase in the level
of foreign currency assets during 2005-06, hardening of international gold
prices, depreciation of the Rupee against the USD and depreciation of the
USD against other currencies. Since the Rupee did not depreciate against the
USD since 2002, the only possibility for the accumulation of the balance in
this account is the depreciation of  the USD against other currencies.

This in effect means that the RBI is holding a substantial portion of its
Forex reserves in non-dollar denominated bonds. Surely, the RBI is having
a dollar exit strategy in place and made it functional over the past several
years. The following table54 would explain the position of this account
since 2002.

54 Source: RBI Annual report 2006

(Rupees crore)

As on June 30

1

2002
2003
2004
2005
2006

Currency and
Gold Revaluation

Account

2

51,010.77
51,276.41
62,283.04
26,906.21
86,789.18

Exchange
 Equalisation

Account

3

51.50
567.25

5.65
0.50
3.28
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On the other hand, a Rupee appreciation vis-a-vis the USD, the
government of India will gain tremendously as the Rupee value of its
external obligations in Rupee terms will fall. Crucially, these will be made
at negative rates of interest (the annual Rupee appreciation will outweigh
the interest obligations).

With the fiscal position of the government in a precarious state, such an
increase in the valuation of the Rupee against the USD will be most
welcome to the government’s finances. Put simply, it would be a double
whammy for the RBI and government. Since the RBI is estimated to have
very less of USD denominated bonds, the appreciation of the Rupee vis-
a-vis the USD would not matter to it. On the contrary, the government
would benefit from an appreciating Rupee against the USD.

With Forex reserves in excess of USD 200 billion, India needs to
control dirty money

Given this scenario, where the RBI is struggling to manage the deluge of
capital flows into the country, it is extremely strange that the unabated
free capital flows into the economy through Participatory Notes (PNs)
route remains as one of the most intriguing policy choices. While surely
India requires capital for her growth programmes, it can be seen that the
steady capital flows from abroad to compensate for the current account
deficit is creating a problem of excess liquidity within the Indian economy.
Naturally, one can well imagine the net consequence on liquidity and by
implication on domestic inflation should India run current account
surpluses too.

It is in this context that one has to understand the recent efforts of the
RBI to liberalise the capital account outflows so as to allow resident Indians
to invest abroad. While apparently this is a liberalisation move and is a
step towards fuller capital account convertibility – the fact of the matter
is that the RBI has been forced by huge capital inflows to allow such
outflows to ease the pressure on inflation caused by an unprecedented
increase in domestic liquidity.

While one appreciates the efforts of Indian monetary authorities in
ensuring measures to insulate the Indian economy from global risks while
moving towards a fuller capital account regime – that of allowing free
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movement of capital from and into India, however, one is unable to fathom
the policy of the government through PNs, which severely expose the
Indian capital markets to the highest risk.

This is one area of serious concern. As a subset of the policy on FDI, it
may be recalled that India allowed investments by Foreign Institutional
Investors (FIIs) directly into stock markets, provided these FIIs register
with SEBI and be subjected to its rules and regulations. India is estimated
to have attracted approximately 50 billion USD on this count since
liberalisation. Of this, 50%, that is, 25 billion USD, is estimated to have
come to India as Participatory Notes (PNs).

Readers may be aware that PNs are derivative instruments issued by FIIs
to foreign investors (individuals or corporates) who want exposure to
Indian equities but do not want to register with SEBI. Further, FIIs are
not allowed to issue PNs to Indian nationals, Persons of Indian Origin
(PIO) or Overseas Corporate Bodies (OCBs - a majority of which are
controlled by NRIs). Thus it is a contract between a foreign institution
and a foreigner for investing into India. However, the underlying securities
of PNs are Indian stocks.

In contrast to the stringent Know Your Customer (KYC) norms laid out
for resident Indians even for opening a bank account (which is a correct
norm introduced by the authorities to prevent money laundering an audit
trail for tax and other authorities), the norms for PNs are relatively lax.
Consequently, KYC norms do not strictly apply to these investors of PNs.
That makes transactions relating to PNs completely incomprehensible even
to the regulators of the Indian capital markets. The net result: Indian
regulators do not know the names of such investors, the origin and sources
of such funds. Crucially, they can do precious little.

Obviously, suspicions about terrorists operating from tax havens and
routing their investments into the Indian stock market remain. The irony
is that if such investments are routed through Mauritius, the Indo-
Mauritius DTAA ensures that even short-term capital gains are tax free,
both in India and Mauritius, again a benefit that is denied to resident
Indians. Consequently, not only is the identity of the investor a secret
but also the investment is insulated against any forms of taxation. What
more could a terrorist ask for?
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Further, another criticism against PNs is that these are predominantly
round-tripping of Indian capital, moved out and routed back through the
Hawala route, taking advantage of the tax-breaks provided by the Indo-
Mauritius DTAA. Given this background, the Finance Ministry had
constituted a high-power committee comprising senior officials and experts
from the Ministry as well as from SEBI and RBI in 2005 to look into
these issues. In this connection “The Report of the Expert Group on
Encouraging FII Flows and Checking the Vulnerability of Capital Markets
to Speculative flows” was submitted in November 2005, precisely dealing
with these issues.

The report had listed out concerns arising from the anonymity afforded
by the PN route. Crucially the “first” concern of this group was that
“some of the money coming into the market via PNs could be the
unaccounted wealth of some rich Indians camouflaged under the guise of
FII investment.” Associated with these concerns was that the capital flows
might even be tainted and linked with illegal activities Viz., narco-
terrorism. Interestingly, despite such apprehensions, the conclusion of the
expert group was to allow investments through PN route.

However, RBI, which was a part of this Committee, held a contrary view.
In a dissenting note to the expert group, it had stated, “The Reserve Bank’s
stance has been that the issue of Participatory Notes should not be
permitted. In this context we would like to point out that the main
concerns regarding issue of PNs are that the nature of the beneficial
ownership or the identity of the investor will not be known, unlike in
the case of FIIs registered with a financial regulator.”

Further RBI apprehended “Trading of these PNs will lead to multi-
layering, which will make it difficult to identify the ultimate holder of
PNs. Both conceptually and in practice, restriction on suspicious flows
enhance the reputation of markets and lead to healthy flows. We,
therefore, reiterate that issuance of Participatory Notes should not be
permitted.”

Subsequently, the Tarapore Committee, set up by RBI in 2006 to
recommend steps to usher in Capital Account Convertibility, reiterated
its earlier views of banning PNs. The report further added, “In the case
of Participatory Notes (PNs), the nature of the beneficial ownership or
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the identity is not known unlike in the case of FIIs. The Committee is,
therefore, of the view that FIIs should be prohibited from investing fresh
money raised through PNs. Existing PN-holders may be provided an exit
route and phased out completely within one year.” Needless to emphasise,
the Finance Ministry did not find this idea appealing for not so obvious
reasons.

The net result is that even the market regulator SEBI is unable to obtain
details of PNs from FIIs. Readers may recall that when the UPA
government took office in May 2004, a huge fall in the stock markets
greeted it. In view of this crash SEBI examined the dealings in securities
by various entities. It was found by SEBI that one particular FII – UBS
Securities Asia Limited – was the most important players responsible for
the said crash. During the course of investigation, SEBI called for
information from UBS relating to its major PNs’ clients in terms of their
addresses, the names of their directors, fund managers, major shareholders
and top “five” investors. Strangely, UBS did not furnish the complete
information citing client confidentiality to SEBI.

What further added fuel to the fire has been the divergent opinion of two
men at the helm of affairs – the National Security Advisor (NSA) Mr. M
K Narayanan and SEBI chief Mr. Damodharan. Speaking at the 43rd
Munich Conference on Security Policy in February 2007, Mr. Narayanan
highlighted eleven common methods employed by terrorist outfits to
generate funds. Dwelling on the seventh method – Viz., stock markets he
stated: “Isolated instances of terrorist outfits manipulating the stock
markets to raise funds for their operations have been reported. Stock
Exchanges in Mumbai and Chennai (India) have, on occasions, reported
that fictitious or notional companies were engaging in stock-market
operations. Some of these companies were later traced to terrorist outfits.”

The crucial issue to note here is that the NSA’s apprehension were not
hypothetical. Rather they seemed to be based on hard facts and
experiences. Importantly, the language used clearly indicates a temporal
link between past, present and future. In direct contrast, responding to
the queries of an anxious press the SEBI chief is reported to have summarily
dismissed the views of NSA. Stating that the NSA’s remarks were used
by the media out of context he opined: “We do not have any evidence
that money raised from the Indian capital market has been used for
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terrorist activities,” and went on to reaffirm the confusion by adding, “his
comments were not country-specific.”

While the terrorists’ angle to the investments in stock exchanges is merely
a context to this entire references encompassed in this work, the fact of
the matter is that the uninterrupted flow of money with unclean origins
is well and truly creating macroeconomic imbalances55 in the Indian
economy.  What is worrying economists and security analysts is the fact
that the uninterrupted flow of dirty money across the borders through
PNs has the potency to inflate asset prices across markets. This in turn
fuels general inflation within the economy. Naturally, this leads to intense
speculation on the prices of various assets within the country.

With easy exit routes facilitated by the government for PN holders, one
fears that the day is not far off when such money could exit India leaving
a trail of market collapses. And in between the government needs to
balance the domestic situation arising from such huge inflows.

It is not only from the physical security point56 of view that one has to
view these developments. It is also bad economics to allow the existing
policy of attracting foreign capital through PNs, at-least in the Indian
context. On one hand, RBI indulges in extremely painful sterilisation
process and on the other the government allows free capital flows on the
PN account. Somewhere this paradox needs to be explained and reconciled.

55 As this goes to the press India had announced tightening of rules on foreign
borrowings by domestic firms stipulating that foreign loans of more than USD 20
million must be spent overseas. As per the new rules Indian enterprises wanting to
raise more than USD 20 million overseas will only be able to use the proceeds
abroad. According to analysts this move was aimed to check capital inflows that
have pushed the Rupee higher in recent months. Incoming capital into India's
economy, from overseas debt as well as portfolio and direct investment, has
complicated monetary policy management and severely restricted the policy options
for the RBI.
56 The sustained capital flows into India have the calculated effect of inflating land
prices in India, both in urban and rural areas. This sudden spurt of farmland even in
distant villages makes agriculture uneconomical. This could seriously impact the
food security of the nation in the long run.
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And an inevitable reference to Thailand once again

It may be noted here that an appreciation of the limitations of national
monetary policy options arising out of sustained Forex inflows is critical.
This is merely to highlight the dilemma confronting the central bank that
is unable to carry out the sterilisation process any longer. Once again a
reference to Thailand is inescapable.

A sense of déjà vu overwhelmed economists in the last few days of 2006
when Thailand introduced capital controls to prevent the collapse of the
Thai economy, albeit for a different reason. If the lack of Forex reserves
triggered the collapse of the Thai Baht a decade earlier, the problem was
exactly the reverse in 2006. Significant capital inflows had resulted in the
appreciation of the Thai Baht in 2006, which too was having a debilitating
impact on the Thai economy.

At the root of the latest conundrum was the fact that post Asian currency
crisis many countries found virtues in a weak currency leading to an export
led growth model. This resulted in a fetish to accumulate Forex Reserves.
These have been elaborately dealt in Chapter II.

But this arrangement too had its share of internal complications leading
to severe macroeconomic imbalances within a country, Thailand in the
instant case. When the Thai central bank was unable to sustain the
continued intervention in the Forex markets, the Thai Baht began to
appreciate dramatically. The Thai currency appreciated approximately 16%
against the USD in the second half of 2006 alone. The Thai central bank
panicked and introduced a tax on inward portfolio investment.
Immediately share prices fell by 15% in a day and the controls were hastily
removed. The drastic measures ushered in by the Thai authorities highlight
the seriousness of the problem faced by central bankers world over: how
to curb domestic liquidity caused by increased capital flows (which triggers
domestic macroeconomic imbalances) while simultaneously retaining
export competitiveness.

The experiences of Thailand in end 2006 suggest that managing sustained
Forex inflows is indeed a complex issue, far too complex than was originally
imagined. When the flow dries up as it did in the mid-nineties it created
a currency crisis and when there is a sustained inflow as recently Thailand
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discovered, there is a problem, albeit of a different proposition. If the Thai
experience of 2006 is any indication, sustained flow of Forex into an
economy is also fraught with huge risks. Abrupt currency appreciation
due to sustained inflows would be as much an economic risk to economies
as abrupt currency devaluation was during the Asian currency crisis.

The interesting aspect to note here is that the solution to both the scenarios is
identical: capital controls – read reversal of the globalisation process itself. How
much the have times changed? Or have they? While one is uncertain whether
the endgame in globalisation has begun or not, surely, the recent experiences
of  central banks has well demonstrated that more or less, of  Forex inflows, is
more or less a problem.

As the compressor chokes – the engine splutters

If the capital flows on account of PNs into India are suspect because of
the terror links and their origins, the US fares no much better in managing
its own financial sector. Much of exports and parking of current account
surplus to the US is based on the fundamental premise that their
investments are safe – physically and otherwise.

This is purely psychological and hence requires repeated tutoring to the
investors: The investments are physically and financially safe if they are
parked in the US. While the use of the America army was extensively
discussed in Chapter II to defend the USD, here we discuss how the
inherent weakness of the US financial sector threatens to destabilise the
global financial system. To understand the growing weakness of the US
financial sector we need to figure out the pivotal role of the growth of
the housing market in the US economy.

The tremendous growth in the US housing sector has been crucial to
sustaining growth in the US ever since the dotcom bust of 2000. In fact,
the growth of this sector has emerged as the compressor of the engine of
the global economic growth – the US. Galloping housing purchases in the US
stimulated residential investment and rising housing asset values encouraged a
consumption splurge, keeping aggregate investment and consumption growing
first in the US and by extension in a globalised world, in other countries too.
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As housing demand grew rapidly because of easy access to credit in the post
9/11 period, even borrowers with low creditworthiness were provided loans
by the US banks. In the ordinary course they would otherwise be considered
incapable of  servicing any debt, but post 9/11 things were extraordinary,
weren’t they? These borrowers57 also referred to as sub-prime borrowers were
offered credit at slightly higher rates of interest58 but with little documentation,
self-certification of income, little or no down payment, extended repayment
periods and structured payment schedules.

As expected, such easy terms encouraged or even tempted high-risk
borrowers to take on loans they could perhaps never repay either because
they had not fully understood59 the repayment burden they were taking
on or because they chose to conceal their actual incomes and take a bet
on asset appreciation in a market that was booming.60 The credit risk too
did not matter to the lenders as they assumed that they were lending to an
asset, which would appreciate in the near future and thereby cover any credit
risk in such sub-prime lending.

When global interest rates rose in 2006 and 2007, defaults and foreclosures
began to surface. The Mortgage Bankers Association has reportedly
estimated aggregate housing loan default at around 5 per cent of  the total in

57 Sub-prime lending is a general term that refers to the practice of making loans to
borrowers who do not   qualify for normal interest rates because of problems with
their credit history or who do not have one. At best estimates, half of all sub-prime
mortgages had no income verification.  This is no small problem given its size, not
only for the US economy, but also for the others.
58 The US financial sector could not function under such low rates of interest for
long. Naturally, the higher rate of interest offered by the sub-prime borrowers was
far too tempting.
59 The sub-prime lending was engineered by the US financial sector for ensuring
higher rate of returns for their lending when the interest rates were too low between
2001 and 2004. To lay the blame on the sub-prime borrowers alone instead of the
financial sector is simply unacceptable.
60 For instance a person earning less than 1,500 USD per month would have declared
a monthly income of USD 10,000 per month. Naturally, this "marginal borrower"
has made a bet on rising housing prices. Now that US housing prices are falling, the
borrower would have no choice but to default. Naturally given the size of sub-
prime borrowings, this has a profound impact in the financial sector of the US as
well the global financial sector.
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the last quarter of 2006, and defaults on high-risk sub-prime loans at as much
as 14.5 per cent. With a rise in so-called “delinquency rates,” foreclosed homes
are now coming onto the market for sale, threatening a situation of excess
supply that could turn decelerating house-price inflation into a deflation or
decline in prices.

Table IV.3 captures the fall in the US housing property prices in the past few
quarters. The net effect of  these defaults could simply mean that there could
be many players in the US financial sector who could go belly up very soon.
Some economists, including former Federal Reserve Board chairman Alan
Greenspan, have expressed concerns that the sub-prime mortgage crisis will
impact the housing industry and even the entire US economy. In such a scenario,
anticipated defaults on sub-prime mortgages and tighter lending standards could
combine to drive down home values, making homeowners feel less wealthy
and thus contributing to a gradual decline in spending that weakens the
economy.

C P Chandrasekar and Jayati Ghosh neatly sum up the issue when they state:
“All this has lessons for countries like India. First, they should be cautious about
resorting to financial liberalisation that is reshaping their domestic financial
structures in the image of  that in the US. That structure is prone to crisis, as
the dotcom bust and the current crisis illustrates. Second, they should refrain
from over-investing in the doubtful securities that proliferate in the US. Third,
they should opt out of high growth trajectories driven by debt-financed
consumption and housing spending, since these inevitably involve bringing risky
borrowers into the lending and splurging net. Finally, they should beware of
international financial institutions and their domestic imitators, who are importing
unsavoury financial practices into the domestic financial sector. The problem,
however, is that they may have already gone too far with processes of financial
restructuring that have increased fragility on all these counts.”

The only silver lining to an otherwise ominous dark cloud in the global financial
sector landscape is that no country is going to face this disaster alone. Crucially,
this is the fate of the hard earned savings of the world and the manner in
which they have been subjected to reckless lending by the US financial sector,
which has always prided on its ability to mitigate financial risks, is indeed
shocking.
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After all it is not the finance of the US that is at stake – but the savings of
others that matter.

No wonder that while many countries have been making some policy
prescriptions to deal with the global imbalance, it is indeed remarkable that
the US policy framers remain virtually unconcerned about the same. Barring
an occasional expression of concern, the US policy framers have been virtually
clueless to this crisis that is fast threatening their financial sector. Should they
lower their interest rates, they run the risk of not attracting the necessary funds
to finance their twin deficits. And should they continue to have interest rates at
elevated levels, they run the risks of risking housing loan defaults and a
consequential collapse of the US financial sector and with it the collapse of
the global economy.

Put pithily – they are doomed if they correct the situation, damned if they
don’t. And that makes a global meltdown, triggered by a fall in the US markets
a highly probable one.

   

Table IV.1
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Table IV.2

Table IV.3
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CHAPTER V

What needs to be done?

Revisiting the root assumptions governing the economy

Global imbalances are unsustainable. Sooner or later the collapse
of the USD is inevitable which in turn would result in currency
holocaust. We need to be prepared for the worst while revisiting
the root assumptions governing our economy.

The underlying assumption on globalisation till date is that national
economic boundaries do not matter. This has been a standard argument
by economists, analysts and by the media in the last few years. In contrast
to this root assumption that drives the theory of globalisation it is the
performance of national economies that continues to shape and de-shape
the global economy. Contrary to the popular belief, globalisation and the
resultant reduction of barriers to trade and finance have not led to a
borderless world as has been romanticised by many. Rather, financial
markets in particular continue to operate, function and get evaluated on
national level. And it is this performance of the financial markets that is
held against every country as a barometer of the success or failure of its
economy.

Cross-border lending, mainly from Asia to the Anglo-Saxon world,
notably the US, which remains at the core of the “Bretton Woods II”
syndrome continues to be characterised by extraordinary risks, especially
in exchange rate management of various currencies. What needs to be
factored here is that macroeconomics is a function of psychology too.
Naturally, it follows that global economics is a function of global
psychology. When this psychology turns adverse, as it has been seen in
the past, it would usually lead to severe financial crises. One may think
that the US still being the world’s largest economy and the provider of
the most sought-after currency - the USD - is immune to these risks and
challenges. Such a reading of financial markets, however, would be ignoring
the lessons of the past crisis that were triggered due to overnight change
in investors’ psychology.
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The global imbalances explained in the previous chapters are unsustainable and
cannot be extended indefinitely. In fact, the present arrangement is so unstable
that should it continue in the present form, it could lead to the collapse of  the
USD, currency markets, commodity markets, capital markets and with it the
world economy. And should it seek correction in a benign manner (contra
distinct from an abrupt unwinding) it could also well lead to certain fundamental
assumptions of the global economy to be re-drawn that it may well be
impossible for the key players to accept it.

The net result is that the United States must now attract about USD 2.5 billion
everyday from the rest of the world to finance its humungous current account
deficit. What is worse is that even a modest reduction of  this inflow, let alone
its cessation or a sell-off of the existing USD denominated securities now held
world over could have a debilitating impact on the US economy. This could
in turn sharply increase the US inflation and interest rates, severely affecting all
markets within the US and has the potential to trigger a global recession. On
the other hand, the very borrowing of the US on this scale makes the USD a
vulnerable currency especially when its value is supported by the central banks
of other countries, mostly Asian. And should they at any point in time decide
not to support the USD, the collapse of  the USD is certain. Therefore, the ills
that plague the global economy as well as the prescriptions made out for
correcting the same leads us to a similar scary scenario.

The global imbalance underlies the single largest threat to the continued
growth and stability of the US and world economies. Consequently, global
imbalances have been seen as a key risk in the International Monetary
Fund’s commentary on the global economy in its World Economic
Outlook since at least the late 1990s.

And despite these warnings and the fact that many macroeconomic analysts
have pointed out that an extremely large exchange rate adjustment would
be needed to slow or stabilise the US international debt, it is indeed
incomprehensible that global financial markets have not yet reassessed the
need for a “risk premium”61 to compensate for an eventual adjustment in

61 The twin deficits of the US, combined with the extremely low savings rate in America, resulted in the
need to import capital at a large scale. Borrowings of such a magnitude have generally been considered
unsustainable. Over time, creditors either lose faith in the affected economy, the result being a lack of fresh
foreign capital, or demand significantly higher risk premiums, i.e. higher interest rates or reset the present
currency valuation programme. Either way the present order has to give way to a new order. The perplexing
part of the entire arrangement is that no investor has yet demanded such "risk premium."
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the currency values. On the other hand, the seeming ease with which the US
current account deficit has been funded has led many to suggest that the
fundamental assumptions in the global financial markets are completely out of
sync with the ground realities as the coming collapse or depreciation of the
USD suggests a negative risk premium on the USD.

The solution62 to this vexed issue is indeed complex and lies in ensuring
that the Asian countries boost their domestic consumption as a means to
sustain their economic growth as well as to correct63 the present global
imbalance. Production for consumption by other countries i.e. exports
had a merit, but this economic model, it seems, had run its course. It seems
that countries, particularly in Asia are revisiting their export-led economic
model and in contrast to the popular belief have begun to concentrate on
domestic consumption. It may be noted that a weak USD, imbalances
caused to the global economy by the present model where a set of countries
are continuously exporting for the West to consume have become
unsustainable and other allied factors have caused this re-think.

How the Global Imbalance will pan out

To understand as to how the global imbalance would pan out, it is essential
to understand the origins of the present imbalance, which has its roots in
the post World War II arrangement – popularly called as Bretton Woods
arrangement. This regime was marked by fixed exchange rates between
the participating countries and the USD, restrictions on capital flows and
the creation of a multilateral organisation to oversee financial development,
the International Monetary Fund. Exchange rates were only permitted to
fluctuate in a very small band of plus or minus one percent. The USD
was the key currency, and the Federal Reserve guaranteed a fixed exchange
rate of USD and gold. The responsibility for the management of the
countries’ exchange rate vis-à-vis the USD remained with the individual
central banks.

62 It may be noted that policy adjustments in the individual economies concerned
are central to the resolution of the global imbalances, though they may not be
enough by itself. Further, national policies needs to be complemented by global
policy coordination - lead by a multilateral agency like the IMF.
63 It is reiterated that even an attempt to correct the global imbalance is fraught with
substantial risks.
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The regime proved to be remarkably stable: Between 1949 and 1969, there
were no major exchange rate fluctuations. This monetary stability reflected in
the high economic growth rates of various countries - from 1950 to 1970,
the global economy grew at an annual average of  three percent in real terms
per capita, a rate that was higher than in any other decade between 1830 and
1990.

In 1971, international concerns about continuing the US deficits resulted in
massive conversion of  USD into gold held by foreign central banks. This led
to the depletion of  gold held by the US. It prompted President Nixon to
declare that the US would no longer be able to convert USD into gold as the
US foreign debt had by then grown too large to sustain such conversion. From
then on, the value of the USD was no longer based on gold, but on the
“confidence” in the capital markets, economic power and military might of
the United States. This was when global economics was turned on its head.

Commenting on the collapse of  the Bretton Woods system Dr. Mahathir
Mohammed said: “When, for the first time, countries decided to float their
currencies and allow the market to determine the exchange rates - that was
way back in the 1970s - I felt even then, at that time, that the sovereignty of
countries had been lost. And when you leave it to the market, the market is
motivated entirely by profits - actually, greed - and you cannot expect greedy
people to act in a sensitive way. If  they see how they can make money for
themselves, they couldn’t care less if they destroy whole countries or they
impoverish people.”

Given the wisdom of hindsight and analysing the events since the collapse of
Bretton Woods system, one can safely surmise that its collapse benefited the
US more and encouraged the US to act brazenly in defiance of conventional
wisdom of  restricting external borrowings.

It may be recalled even when the US ran out of gold holdings in the 1960s,
Robert Triffin, a highly respected economist argued for a transformation of
the Bretton Woods monetary agreement into a multilateral system. In his view,
“the alternative to the gold standard is not a USD standard unilaterally run
and managed by the United States alone, but a true international standard, calling
for concerted decisions and management by all participating countries.”
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Unfortunately, when the US announced the collapse of  the system on August
15, 1971 he warned that the implicit USD standard that emerged after 1971
was definitely unsustainable. Crucially, he pointed out “Ironically, the richest
country in the world is actually being financed by the poor countries through
the creation of  international monetary reserves.”

The features of the new system64 that came into existence since 1971 are
unrestricted capital flows and fluctuating exchange rates. This meant that the
new arrangement imposed tremendous costs on companies that engage in
international trade, as they have to pay large sums to hedge their exports earnings.
It may be noted that Bretton Woods system reflected the then prevailing political
wisdom for a stable exchange rate regime benefiting all those involved in
international trade. Nevertheless, the new system post Bretton Woods reflects
shift to unrestricted capital flows, favouring the interests of players in financial
markets who have dominated over the interests of workers, manufacturers
and the owners of fixed capital. This tectonic shift meant that those who
managed financial markets benefited more than those who had finance or for
that matter any other means of capital.

The end of  Bretton Woods implicitly resulted in the privatisation of  exchange
rate risk, which previously was covered by central banks. What is equally weird
in the entire story is the fact that the IMF, which was formed precisely to ensure
stable exchange rate mechanism, has now become a cheerleader65 for the new
arrangement.

The sudden and dramatic collapse of the gold standard in 1971 did not allow
authorities to discuss the most basic element of a global system: the choice of

64 Some refuse to call this as a system - some merely call it a pattern or arrangement.
65 Discussions about a "new world financial architecture" to be designed by the IMF were
introduced at many international forums, but no action was forthcoming. Dr. Tourres
quotes President Bill Clinton's Treasury Secretary Robert Rubin, one of the few Wall Street
bankers who acknowledged the problem, in 1998: "The IMF has changed from "we have
the capacity to advocate but not to force sovereign countries to take actions they do believe
to be in their interest," to "our approach requires that these countries take the concrete
steps necessary to reform their economies. If countries don't take these steps, no financial
assistance is made available." Instead of being ensuring stability in the global currency
exchange - the original intended purpose of IMF - this multilateral institution has become
just a mere banker that with a sole distinction - it seeks mortgage of policies instead of
assets like other bankers.
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the means of payment in cross-border transactions or better still an alternative
to the USD. Triffin’s warning that this system itself  would create mounting
global imbalances was ignored in favour of a more narrow focus on the US
fiscal deficits. The Asian crisis and subsequent imbalances created due to
undervalued Asian currencies creates a uniquely ironic disparity in the global
economy as the current account surpluses of emerging economies are loaned
to the US to finance its borrowing that supports its growth.

The principal risks confronting the global economy arise from the large
imbalances in current account positions. Though these are counterbalancing, at
this point in time no one can precisely state with authority given the complexity
of  the problem as to how the same would unwind. Some observers argue
that these imbalances will unwind gradually and non-disruptively, while others
emphasize the risks of a sudden change of sentiment in financial markets that
could result in an abrupt and damaging adjustment. Some have even suggested
that the existing arrangement is quite stable and could play out well into the
distant future. The three scenarios that are constantly talked about are
summarised as hereunder:

1.  Existing Arrangement could continue for a long time to come:
This is highly improbable because persistent build up of external deficits
imply an accumulation of foreign liabilities on the US side with a
corresponding accumulation of assets in the countries, which continue to
export. It is estimated that the US net foreign liabilities would record a
steep increase from about 26 percent of the US GDP in 2006 to over 50
percent of the US GDP in the next couple of years. Obviously, this raises
serious questions about the present arrangement, which relies on the
willingness of foreign investors to continue to park their surpluses in the
US.

Needless to say that such an analysis – implying the sustainability of the
current borrowing binge – suits the interests of the American government,
as well as its consumers, quite well. The United States would in this
scenario finds itself in the unique position of being the provider of the
world’s reserve currency, the USD, and simultaneously and paradoxically is also
the world’s largest debtor.

Analysts predict that at some point in time either the lenders lose faith in the
USD, or believe that even the US economy despite its size and intrinsic strengths
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would be unable to sustain the debt or that they increasingly demand higher
rates of  return for their savings parked into the US, which may be uneconomical
for the US to pay. While it is not clear what would precisely happen, one or
more of the aforementioned combinations could happen individually or in
tandem that could collapse the existing arrangement.

It may be noted that linearity rarely works in life, much less in global
macroeconomics. And it is precisely for that reason that most economists now
dismiss the theory that this arrangement could continue for long.

But there is an extremely powerful lobby that may like and perhaps try
and ensure through some means66 that this arrangement continues for a
couple of decades – the American financial sector, which has been a (sole?)
beneficiary of this arrangement. This reflects in the fact that there is very
little willingness within the US for any multilateral regime, let alone for
one that aims at the stabilisation of exchange rates. After all, if there were
a successful reduction in the volatility of exchange rate markets, this would
substantially reduce profit opportunities for the American financial sector,
one of the most powerful and influential lobbies in the US.

Yet, the power of  markets should not be underestimated. It may boil down
to the power of markets versus those who have leveraged the markets to the
very extreme. While that makes the current position impractical, a correction,
orderly (benign) or abrupt, evidently becomes the alternative.

2. A Benign unwinding: Assumes a series of multilateral approach, concerted
and calculated by the chief players of the present drama who would be
responsible to remedy the situation. These include reduction in the US current
account deficit and a simultaneous reduction in current account surpluses of
exporting countries. These are to be brought about through a correction in
the exchange rates of various countries, which are to be revalued against the
USD. Now let us evaluate these policy prescriptions in some detail:

Reduction in the US expenditure notably domestic consumption: This is Utopian
considering the fact that the US needs to bring its current account deficit down
to an acceptable level through a combination of  policy options. This will require
a significant effective depreciation of  the USD and higher US national saving.

66 While one may not know how, one can never underestimate this lobby.
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This suggestion assumes that it would automatically correct the current account
deficit of  the US. This is yet another standard prescription made out by
economists, ignoring the cultural and psychological dimensions in their
recommendations. In fact, some of  them feel that the US as well as the global
economy could sustain a current account deficit of approximately 3% and seek
to achieve the same through these policy concoctions.

Secondly, this may call for the increase in the manufacturing base of the
US. Since the current account deficits in the US are primarily caused by
imports of manufactured goods, there is a small surplus on the current
account of services in the US as services do not have the same
characteristics of goods and hence cannot be exported as freely as
manufactured goods. Experts now consider it extremely difficult to revive
the manufacturing base in the US because of the huge costs involved.
Further, manufacturing in the US is now no more competitive because
of the high cost of wages in the US and already other manufacturing
countries have taken up the space vacated by the US. Since the world of
manufacturing and exports are hierarchical, it is virtually impossible even
for the US to regain its place in the manufacturing world.

What remains unexplored by analysts is that the extant global imbalance
is caused by differential life-styles, value systems and religious beliefs.
Unfortunately, correction of imbalances is easier said than done as
consumption and savings are rooted in culture. Naturally, to expect
Americans who are fixated to an expenditure culture to be more
circumspect and improve their savings rate or to believe that the Asians who
are rooted to the traditional values and beliefs of savings to increase their
consumption are impractical. So is the correction of the global imbalance
through a reduction of the US current account deficit.

Devaluation of the USD and corresponding revaluation of other currencies
especially the Chinese Yuan and the Japanese Yen: With every passing day,
the very size of the US current account deficit poses a larger threat to a
potential decline in the USD. But there is a serious catch – an unwinding
of the Yen carry trade by allowing the Yen to revalue by more a percent
or two without inviting the inevitable disastrous consequences (as explained
Chapter III) on the global economy is virtually impossible according to
experts. Similarly, a revaluation of the Yuan could lead to imports
becoming costlier in the US that could trigger inflation, increase interest
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rates and as an unintended consequence, invite more flow of capital from other
parts of  the world to the US.

For these reasons a calibrated revaluation of the Yen and Yuan is simply
not to be. Also, a revalued Yuan could disturb the manufacturing base of
the Chinese as well as leading to a probable surge in imports into China,
especially of farm products. Both these have the calculated effect of
upsetting the Chinese game plan of providing employment opportunities
within China.

Boosting consumption in other countries particularly in Asia: Asian
countries need to curb their accumulation of Forex reserves, rebalance
growth toward domestic demand and continue removing distortions that
favour exporting industries. This is again Utopian as strengthening their
currency would mean loss of competitiveness, slower GDP growth and
loss in employment opportunity. However it is conceded that some of
the countries have begun thinking on these lines, though effectuation of
the idea may take a few more years.

All these mean that the idea of a benign correction of the global imbalances
is a non-starter at this point in time.

3. An abrupt unwinding: The impracticality of the continuation of the
existing imbalance and the intransigence exhibited by countries in working
out a solution rules out the benign unwinding option. This indicates that
the global economy is fast hurling towards an abrupt unwinding. Though
the idea that global imbalances might spark a sharp decline in the USD
was greeted with considerable scepticism in the past, this view has gained
currency since 2003-04. Indeed, when the then Federal Reserve Chairman Alan
Greenspan gave a speech in November 2003 arguing that the US current account
would most likely resolve itself in a benign manner, this view was greeted with
scepticism.67

67 Source: The unsustainable US Current Account Position revisited by Maurice Obstfeld &
Kenneth Rogoff. It may be noted that this was way back in October 2004 when the
imbalance was not of this size and since then, the idea that USD would suffer an abrupt
collapse, has been gaining currency.
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Those who have been arguing that the global economy does not have an
alternative to the USD seem to forget that today at-least there is an alternative
to the USD in Euro.68 Added to this is the fact that the USD could lose its
status as the main invoicing currency for raw materials, including oil. If oil
producers would start to invoice in Euro, a prospect that been discussed earlier
in Chapter II, USD could go belly up. Further, the emergence of  Euro and
other factors could lead to the risk of an abrupt collapse of the USD in the
near future.

If the governments of Asia (which is one of the most deprived regions of
the world) decide that it is essential for the region to maintain higher levels
of consumption or higher investment in their own economies rather than
enabling the American consumers to continue their consumption binge,
it could in effect, trigger an abrupt collapse.

Another dimension to the issue is that it is becoming increasingly difficult
for the central banks to mop-up the excess liquidity that accompanies the
corresponding accumulation of Forex reserves. As discussed in Chapter
IV when the central bank buys foreign currency, it increases domestic
money supply, which could result in the built-up of domestic inflationary
pressures.

The Asian central banks have been resorting to sterilising the inflows by issuing
domestic debt instruments. This costly policy has its own limitations. This policy
seems to have run its full course. The larger the inflows, the more difficult it
gets for the central bank to successfully do that, especially given the fact that
the yields on reserves held aboard are much lower than the domestic interest
rates. That implies that central banks could encounter a net loss in such
operations. Failure to sterilise could result in inflation and asset price bubbles,

68 As mentioned in Chapter II, a single government through its policies alone can protect
its own currency, not the least being through its own army as the US has repeatedly
demonstrated. However, Euro lacks an army that could go on to protect the Euro and a
unified political face. Despite this huge dissuading factor for the emergence of Euro as an
alternative currency, BIS data for the past few years reveal a marked shift in the reserve
holdings of the various governments across the world. This shift is ominous for the
Dollar.
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which is a development that the central authorities have been trying to control
unsuccessfully for some time now in Asia. Shortly, it is expected that they would
have to give away this policy of  intervening in the Forex markets. No wonder
it is now a standard cliché to state that the US monetary policies are made out
in Asia.

As inflation rises as (explained in chapter IV) increasingly central banks would
run out of  policy options. By repeatedly increasing interest rates they run the
risk of making sterilisation a non-viable option. If that too goes – what else
remains excepting allowing their currencies to appreciate? The moot question
is that whether central banks ready for such a surgical action?

Given this convoluted matrix, the manner in which the imbalances would
unfold in the next few years is hard to predict. However, the weaknesses
of the American economy and the USD have demonstrated that it remains
as the weakest link in the global economy.

While there may be still time for governments to workout a soft landing, it is
running out fast. Worse still, even in a soft landing scenario, the outcomes are
too similar to those under a hard landing, especially for the US economy.
Therefore, a soft landing does not provide the necessary incentive to the
managers of the global economy to risk the same.

Given this intransigence, it is obvious and quite probable too that in the none
too distant future there could be a drastic adjustment, with a sharp fall of the
USD, rising interest rates, a severe reduction of  domestic demand as well global
recession. A collapse of the USD and with it, of the existing arrangement is
well and truly on.

As the world alternates between indifference and procrastinates on employing
corrective measures, the global economy according to many experts, is fast
heading towards a holocaust. The recent rise in interest rates, commodity prices
and currencies vis-à-vis the USD are mere indicators that we are nearly at the
end of the road.
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Re-examine the root assumptions governing the Indian economy

The arguments made thus far clearly demonstrate that it is the availability of
capital, its management as well as exchange rate mechanisms that would
determine the future course of  global economy. As the world runs the
probability of a currency collapse, it is quite probable that there could be
predatory attacks by countries who are in great shortage of capital,
caused first by a consumption binge and secondly by an ageing population.
Obviously, there lies the challenge for a country like India, which generates
substantial amounts of domestic savings, has tremendous investment
potential and also the possibilities to use the same domestically. If we fail
to use our domestic savings effectively within India, we run the risk of
exporting the same.

Given these complex global dynamics, the first and foremost challenge in
tacking the issue lies in the exchange rate management, which in the context
of a complex economy like India, calls for skilful management. To put it
candidly, the Reserve Bank of India has to strike a subtle balance between
sudden surge of  inflows and outflows. Further, it has to fine-tune its policy
approach by ensuring that external sector management is harmonised with
internal sector management on diverse issues such as inflation, liquidity,
investment policy and others. Logically a revisit of  our exchange rate policy
would be in order.

Keeping these in mind the RBI for the past decade or so has been following
a policy of having a Monitoring Exchange Rate Band of +/- 5 per cent
around the neutral Real Effective Exchange Rate (REER) and intervenes as
and when the REER is outside the band. Consequently, the RBI would not
intervene when the REER is within the band. In fact, the Tarapore Committee
constituted by the RBI in 2006 to look into the issue of Capital Account
Convertibility has endorsed this policy.

However, the dissent note of  Dr. Surjit S. Bhalla on the recommendations of
the Tarapore Committee has pointed out to the “obsession” of  the RBI in
managing the exchange rate. Pointing out to the “absurdity” of  this policy
through a dissenting note, he stated, “What the Committee is implicitly
assuming, given the pattern of exchange rate movements, is that the exchange
rate selected in 1993/94 is sacrosanct and was a perfect 10 i.e. the nominal
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(real) exchange rate conceived in 1993/94 is appropriate for all time to come.
In a globalised world, competitor exchange rates are also relevant; and over
the last decade, the Indian Rupee has appreciated relative to the Chinese Yuan,
and therefore by extended logic, Indian competitiveness has suffered. Part of
the large success of the Chinese economy can be attributed to a very
undervalued (“cheap”) exchange rate. In this environment, to be fixated on
our 1993/94 level of the real exchange rate, is inappropriate, and without
reason, or empirical support.”

Implicit in the argument of Dr. Bhalla is that the Rupee must be allowed
to weaken (as it is relatively strong when compared to other currencies,
notably the Yuan) further and it is the RBI that is holding the Rupee at
its current “high” levels which is having a debilitating effect on the Indian
economy.

Simultaneously, as the Tarapore Committee was deliberating these issues,
Mr. S Gurumurthy, columnist and well-known chartered accountant,
argued in his characteristic style through a series of articles in the New
Indian Express in June 200669 against RBI’s intervention, albeit for a diametrically
opposite reason, that the intervention of  the RBI was deliberately to keep the
value of  the Rupee down. Passionately pleading for a stronger Rupee Mr.
Gurumurthy opined: “It is not a well-kept secret that in the post-reform period,
whenever the Rupee rose against the USD, the government intervened to
support the dollar against the Rupee and kept the Rupee in the market at lower
than its real value.” This explains as to how the RBI, keeping in flavour of its
times and acting closely in tandem with its global peers, build-up Forex reserves
while simultaneously keeping the Rupee value down.

Mr. Gurumurthy went one step ahead and analysed that a weak Rupee, contrary
to the popular belief, was eroding India’s competitiveness. Pointing out to the
limitations of a weak Rupee in the Indian context he wrote that we are
“Obsessed with the export-driven growth model of East Asian economies,

69 Taking a contrary position to the line espoused by Mr. S Gurumurthy, Mr.
Venkitaramanan, the former governor of RBI, had written an article in the Hindu
Business Line titled Dearer Rupee, cheaper India, dated 26th June 2006 in which he
had concluded, "Practical policy considerations are against Mr. Gurumurthi's
suggested solution. Japan rose to its heights on the strength of a weak Yen rather
than a strong currency. Can India too be strong on the back of a weaker, rather than
a stronger, Rupee?"
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the fashion then, the government had opted for this strategy (of  a weak Rupee).
As a crisis management formula for a while it was okay. But, on durable basis,
this is unsuitable to an economy like ours, which largely works on domestic
activity. Moreover, with the unprecedented dollar cost of  fuel it is devastating
the domestic economy now.”

What must baffle an ordinary person is that with the same set of arguments
and logic, two eminent experts have come to contrasting conclusions. Needless
to emphasise, the boon or a bane answer to a strong or a weak Rupee depends
on where you sit. It is obvious that as an importer or as a consumer one would
surely plead for a stronger Rupee. On the contrary, it is presumed that a strong
Rupee would hamper our exports, erode our competitiveness and cause
increased imports that could hurt domestic industry and domestic employment
opportunities.

Nevertheless, Mr. Gurumurthy taking a macro view of  the issue pointed out
that the Chinese route of aiding exports through weak currency is unworkable
in the Indian context as China imports less than a third of its crude requirements
while India imports more than two-thirds of  its requirements. Consequently,
he pointed out to the risk of the Indian economy turning uncompetitive because
of  high fuel costs being twice as high as China’s if  Rupee is undervalued. And
that lends an entirely new dimension to the debate – is the extant value of the
Rupee aiding or eroding India’s export competitiveness?

Crucially, what is missed in the melee is that much as their conclusions are
divergent, the essential issue that has been raised by these two men of
extraordinary calibre is rather profound - whether the economic model designed
more than a decade ago is a perfect one for all time to come. Or does it need
a revisit?

It may be noted that Mr. Edwin M. Truman, Senior Fellow at the Institute of
International Economics, Washington, has stated that it is in India’s interest to
allow Rupee to appreciate. Similarly, noted economist Mr. Kenneth Rogoff,
when he visited India couple of  years back suggested that India must stop
accumulating Forex reserves and let Rupee appreciate against the USD. In fact,
Mr. Rogoff  suggested that East Asian Countries needed to revisit their policy
of a weak currency facilitating an export driven growth and resulting in huge
accumulation of  Forex reserves.
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What is imperative to note here is that export driven model had merit at one
point in time, but it seems to have run its full course. Naturally, the fundamental
assumptions of modern economies are being turned on their head with
countries, especially in Asia are revisiting their export-led economic model.

In short, though the end of export model as a driver of economic growth
is yet to be formally announced, one has surely to think of life after that.
It is time that we recognise this tectonic shift in global economic thinking.
In the early 90’s it was a standard slogan – export or perish. Now it may
not be as yet to announce export and perish, yet it seems that globally
export driven economies are having a revisit of the fundamental
assumptions governing their economy and notably on the export driven
economic model. As a result, internal demand and domestic consumption are
fast emerging as the engine of growth and development.

All these call for reworking the fundamental assumptions of our economic
policy. A stronger Rupee, an important coordinate in this complex matrix,
could just be one of them.  Whether it is maintaining the Rupee within a
REER band (as questioned by Dr. Bhalla) or whether a weak Rupee is eroding
our competitiveness (as argued by Mr. Gurumurthy) or whether we need to
concentrate on domestic consumption (which includes a whole range of policy
initiatives of which a strong Rupee is an important subset) needs to be widely
debated. Economics is the most dynamic of social sciences wherein ideological
fixation must give way to ruthless pragmatism.

Templates for management of  the economy prepared even a decade ago may
no longer be relevant in a “globalised” and dynamic world. Designing a new
template calls for fresh thinking and thorough understanding of the extant issues
from within the establishment. The moot question is are we prepared for an
extensive debate?

From export led growth to domestic consumption led growth

These developments have to be viewed in the context of a well-critiqued
document published by the Asian Development Bank titled “Export or
Domestic Led Growth in Asia” in May 2005, the authors Jesus Felipe and
Joseph Lim analyse strategy adopted by countries in the post East Asian
currency crisis. Pointing out to the fact that as part of  the “package of  solutions”
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to reinvigorate these economies post the exchange crisis of the late nineties, a
number of policymakers in the region proposed shifting (some of them more
openly, e.g., Thailand, and some others less so, e.g., Malaysia) to a “new
development paradigm” based on domestic demand-led growth. In fact, the
recently ousted Prime Minister of Thailand
Mr. Thakshin announced upon taking the helm of government in January
2001 that he was determined to move the country away from mass
manufacturing for exports into domestic demand-led growth through a
series of policies.

The country’s policymakers made big efforts towards shifting economic
policy to reduce the country’s over-dependence on external demand. The
high growth rates achieved by Thailand in recent years seem to vindicate
their new approach. In effect Mr. Thakshin’s approach was to seek a
transformation from export-led growth into domestic demand-led growth.
Mr. Thakshin’s objective was to alter Thailand’s production structure with
a view to reducing the country’s dependence upon exports. The key was
to create demand among households and businesses without creating another
bubble.

In August 2004, the Thai government published a white paper entitled “Facing
the Challenge: Economic Policy and Strategy”, explaining clearly the economic
agenda that Mr. Thakshin had been trying to implement since he came into
office on January 2001. The idea was to balance past excessive dependence
on external demand, urban-based mass manufacturing, and unproductive asset-
building on one hand; with structural development in domestic demand,
traditional sectors (e.g., agriculture, SMEs, and rural households) and
entrepreneurs, and improvement in the pricing power of Thai goods and
services on the other.

In effect, Mr. Thakshin’s plan was to revive domestic demand (by boosting
private consumption), in addition to exports. This is what has been referred
to as a dual track strategy, as opposed to the single-track model followed
by many countries in the region, namely, producing for exports. The net
effect of this strategy is that slowly but steadily, countries especially in
Asia are concentrating on domestic consumption and investment to engine
their growth. As a net effect they seek to move away from their over-
dependence for their growth.
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In fact, Thakshin’s growth strategy is fallout of  economists who have
hypothesised that the strategy adopted by countries post East Asian crisis
had run its course. After several decades of being presented as the optimal
growth strategy, the export-led growth model that the East Asian countries
followed ultimately gave in and even harmed its growth prospects. Some
economists have put together a critique of the export-led growth model
and proposed a shift toward domestic demand-led growth. Most of them
have argued that the emphasis on export-led growth of most East Asia
countries had a series of negative effects, which are listed as hereunder:

• First, it prevented the development of domestic market growth.

• Second, it put developing countries in a “race to the bottom” among
themselves.

• Third, it put workers in developing countries in conflict with workers in
developed countries.

• Fourth, there is a relationship between export-led growth and financial
instability by creating over investment booms.

• Fifth, due to the emphasis placed on global goods and commodity markets,
this model has aggravated the long-trend deterioration in developing
country’s terms of  trade.

• Sixth, exports fuelled through a weak currency and unless counterbalanced
by appropriate monetary intervention could be inflationary. Since the global
experience on this is that monetary intervention could have a limited role,
weak currencies coupled with export driven economies could lead to
inflationary pressures and the consequent global imbalances.

• Finally and most importantly, export led growth has reinforced the
dependency of developing countries on the developed world, thus
becoming vulnerable to slowdowns in the markets there. To countries
that were victims of the East Asian currency crisis, this was simply
unacceptable.

Export-oriented economies are extremely dependent on foreign (mostly
Western) demand. The problem is that any economic recessions in Europe
or the US translate into slow growth in the developing world. To sum
up, these economists argue that the export-led growth model followed by
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East Asian countries for the past decade or so is not an optimal strategy any
longer and it is risky and dependent on the consumption pattern of  others.

Blecker, a celebrated economist summarises his views as follows: “the
current emphasis on export-led growth in developing countries is not a
viable basis on which all countries can grow together under present
structural conditions and macroeconomic policies” (Blecker 2003). Palley (2002),
another noted economist, has gone further and contends that the export-led
growth model followed by many developing countries during the last few
decades was part of  the “Washington consensus” emphasis on trade
liberalisation. As a solution, Palley proposed a new development paradigm
based on domestic demand-led growth.

It is in this connection one would like to quote from the speech of Mr.
Ma Kai, Chinese Minister, National Development and Reform
Commission. Explaining the Chinese philosophy that governed the
preparation of the 11th plan approach paper, which incidentally was to rely
on the expansion of the domestic demand as an economic model and growth
strategy for China in the next five years.

Mr. Kai explaining the dominant philosophy of  the Chinese approach towards
their economy stated “we will promote development by relying on the
expansion of domestic demand, take the expansion of domestic demand,
especially consumption, as a major driving force, and transform economic
growth from being driven by investment and export to being driven by
consumption, investment, domestic and foreign demand combined in a
balanced manner. In the 11th Five-Year Plan period, we will adjust the
relationship between investment and consumption, rationally control total
investment, and strengthen the driving force of consumption in economic
growth. We will adjust residents’ income distribution, raise the income of  urban
and rural residents, and enhance the consumption capacity of residents,
particularly rural residents and low-income population in urban areas. We will
speed up the transformation of  foreign trade growth mode, and promote
the switch of the dominant feature of foreign trade from volume expansion
to quality improvement.”

It is in this background some of  the recent Chinese Policies in boosting domestic
demand needs to be appreciated. Measures taken since 2003 to expand
domestic demand include:
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• Reduce Taxes: Doubled threshold income level for personal income tax
(2005): Abolished agricultural tax (2006)

• Increase Household Income: Established minimum wage system to
raise wages to increase income of lower income urban households

• Develop Rural Areas: Increased central government funding to
support lower taxes and fees in rural China and to finance
infrastructure projects

• Encourage Consumer Credit: Encourage financial institutions to lend to
households; increase residential mortgage and automobile loans.

This transformation is targeted at solving the problem that China’s
economic growth has relied on investment and export excessively and an
understanding that domestic consumption in China does not play its due role.
During the 10th Five-Year Plan period, the domestic capital formation rate
increased from 36% to 44.8%, while the consumption rate decreased from
61.5% to 50.7%, and foreign trade dependency rose from 39.6% to 63.9%.
If  such kind of  growth continues, though successful in short-term, it will lead
to an unsustainable growth mode and would also make the economy highly
unstable.

These national policies need to be integrated at a global level too

It is in this connection economist Thomas Palley states “Today’s
international economic system is flawed and subject to de-stabilizing trade
imbalances as well as other problems such as the erosion of  wages. That it is
an American creation is no excuse. The system needs change. The immediate
need is for a new international agreement on exchange rates modelled after
the Plaza Accord of 1985. Such an agreement can deliver a global re-alignment
of  exchange rates, thereby beginning a process of  smoothly unwinding today’s
global financial imbalances.”

Obviously Palley was hinting at a significant Chinese Yuan revaluation leading
to increased domestic consumption. Most economists feel that Chinese co-
operation is key because other Asian countries that have surpluses with the US
will not revalue unless China does too. These countries legitimately fear that if
they revalue and China does not, they will lose competitive advantage and the
US trade deficit will remain unchanged since Chinese exports will simply replace
theirs.
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It is indeed very important also to assess the mindset of global institutions that
seek to correct the extant global imbalance. Given the ground reality, it is indeed
strange that these institutions are still engaged in semantics instead of direct
action. For instance, the annual report in 2006 of  the UNCTAD suggests that
present imbalance have not yet exploded into full-fledged global meltdown
simply because of  a “pragmatic macroeconomic policy” followed by the US.
In this connection the UNCTAD report states “At this juncture it owes mainly
to the flexibility and pragmatism of the United States macroeconomic policy
management that the systemic deficiencies in the global economic order have
not led to global deflation yet, but have “only” resulted in these imbalances.
But even with the United States macroeconomic policy pragmatism, the global
structure of  production, trade and finance has become precarious.”

Given this mindset, it is futile to expect a multilateral solution to this issue.
Neither can India await a collapse of  the USD. On the other hand, this clearly
demonstrates the need to work out some solution at the at-least at the national
level. Let us examine these.

How high rates of indirect taxes hamper consumption in India

All these mean that this changing paradigm calls for a re-look at domestic
markets by exporters in particular and business in general. Crucially, to
aid domestic consumption, the government too has to play its part. One
factor that inhibits domestic consumption is the high incidence of indirect taxes
– we end up paying 16% to Central government and another 12.5% as VAT
to State governments aggregating to approximately 30% or one fourth of  retail
prices. This is one of  the highest in the world. Table V.1 provides details of
the tax regime prevailing world-over. It is apparent that indirect tax reforms
are crucial to boost domestic consumption.

Pointing out to such high incidence of  indirect taxes on the final retail prices
the report of the National Manufacturing Competitiveness Council states in
its report on the National strategy for manufacturing “Domestic indirect taxes
are often singled out as a major reason why Indian manufacturing is
uncompetitive. For instance, many studies argue that total taxes on manufactured
goods are 25 to 30% of the retail price in India, compared to 15% in China.

Further, indirect taxes contribute 50% to the difference in retail prices between
India and other low-cost countries. Lower duties would also boost the domestic
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market and permit synergy (exploitation of  economies of  scale, attracting FDI)
between domestic and export markets. Therefore, there is a case for reduction
of domestic indirect taxes both from the point of boosting domestic demand
as well as improving export competitiveness.” This is the only way to lower
periodic bouts of inflation in India, boost consumption and in turn ensure a
consumption driven manufacturing boom in India.

It may not be out of place to note that the current definition of poverty line
in India is defined on the basis of whether a person can afford to consume
2,400 calories of food in rural India or 2,100 calories of food in urban India
per day. This can by itself  be considered to be inadequate. This definition ignores
the other bare minimum necessities for a decent living, such as access to clothing,
shelter, sanitation and education. If one were to consider a more realistically
defined poverty line, the number of poor in India could be far in excess of
the 30 crores that the government wants us to believe. As a nation with higher
growth aspirations, India needs to gradually move to a more realistic definition
of poverty line in the coming years, which would also imply increased
consumption.

Yet, despite our poor levels of per-capita consumption recorded in India,
experts have been appreciative of our levels of domestic consumption.
Speaking on the subject “Reflections on Global Account Imbalances and
Emerging Markets Reserve Accumulation” in the L.K. Jha Memorial Lecture
hosted by the RBI, Mr. Lawrence H. Summers in March 24, 2006 stated “And
given the magnitude and attractiveness of investment opportunities in emerging
Asia it would be natural for it to run a current account deficit. This suggests
that the primary source of global demand to offset increases in United States
savings should come from the Asian consumer. India is a positive example
here. It is noteworthy that consumption represents close to two-thirds of GDP
in India, and significantly under one half in China.”

He did not stop there. Mr Summers went ahead to state: “In addition to
the benefits for the global system that a domestic demand led strategy
would bring, I suspect a less export oriented strategy would also contribute
to ultimate financial stability. Looking back, it seems relatively clear that
Japanese economic policy could wisely have supported more consumption
sooner and in the process avoided the bubbles in asset prices during the
1980s associated with preventing Yen appreciation that created such havoc in
their financial system.”
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Surely, we need to have a re-look at the export led model of  the post
liberalisation era

All these call for a complete revisit of the fundamental assumptions governing
the Indian economy since reforms as well the policies that govern globalisation.
For long we have held export to be the chief  drive of  our economy, completely
ignoring the fact that this is a country with a market of  a billion plus. Foreign
players have a choice of ignoring India, albeit at a tremendous cost. The
government of  India or the players from India do not have that luxury. It is
time that we recognise this fundamental verity in formulating policies for the
country. It is time that we think of  boosting domestic consumption as a fillip
to the Indian economy. An export led model may as yet suit smaller countries
like Taiwan, Singapore and Hong Kong. But when larger countries like Thailand,
Malaysia and even China are having a rethink, it is time for India too to have a
rethink.

India, it is conceded has handled its integration with the global economy adroitly
and in a calibrated manner. Many economists, not only in India but also abroad,
have appreciated this approach of  successive Indian governments. However,
while the slant in our liberalisation programme towards the external sector is
pronounced, there are some key areas within the domestic economy that
requires urgent reforms. This has strangely escaped the attention of  our policy
framers for the past decade or so and hence demands consideration given the
argument made in this chapter.

For instance, the potentiality as well as the proclivity of  the Indian economy
to be a consumer economy while yet retaining its essential characteristics of a
savings economy is perhaps one of  its most unexplored aspects.

What makes this consumption drive interesting is that while consumption is
encouraged by our culture, society and religious norms, the fact of  the matter
remains that such consumption is equally tempered by the culture, society and
religion to make India, a savings economy.

That means Indian economy a very peculiar one when compared to its global
peers – not only is it a savings economy when compared to Western economies
it is also a consumption economy when compared to others in the Asia,
particularly China.
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It needs to be noted that China can well afford to play the global game – it
can undervalue its Yuan, export savings because of  its high domestic savings
and register significant growth. This strategy may not be entirely workable in
India, for peculiar reasons that are relevant to India. Table V.2 provides an
analysis of the GDP of some Asian countries and their bias towards savings
vis-à-vis domestic consumption and exports. For India, neither the US nor China
can be a role model.

This contrasting picture of other economies and the Indian economy in
quintessence captures the functional aspects of  Indian economics. Put differently,
the hallmark of the Indian economy is that savings is for investment, investment
is for production, production is for consumption and consumption that is
responsible enough to ensure adequate savings.

This is a function of certain value systems, which is beyond the comprehension
of  modern economics, rooted as it were to Weber’s idea of  Protestant ethic
and Western idea of  triumphant capitalism. Unless this functional aspect of
the Indian economy is factored in our policy formulations we too run the risk
of  being dragged into the vortex of  global imbalance.

Further, it needs to be ensured that by and large Indian capital is available for
the Indian investment purposes and domestic savings by and large meets
domestic investment requirements. Despite all the claims made by successive
governments and with respect to attracting Foreign Direct Investment, India
has been able to attract only a few billion USD every year as FDI into this
country. On the contrary, as explained in Chapter IV, it is widely believed that
the recent spurt seen in the capital flows, especially on the FII account, is largely
Indian capital which has been smuggled abroad that is finding its way back to
the India, primarily to avoid being subjected to taxes in India.

Be that as it may, economic policy rests in the triumvirate of  fiscal, monetary
and trade policies. Theoretical understanding of  economics meant that these
policies are interdependent and compensatory. Also one needs to understand
that growth comes with its own costs and consequences. While these policies
are usually interlinked, intertwined and usually self-balancing, one has to really
understand that the concerns with respect to global imbalances and attendant
issues cannot be subjected to conventional wisdom or global solutions.
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While it is a fact that India has calibrated her integration process with the global
economy rather well, there are some concerns voiced in well meaning quarters
on some of the recent policy initiatives of our government. While this may
not be the appropriate place to discuss the same, one fears that the policy framers
are ignoring the developments mentioned in this book and pursuing such
policies.

What is indeed fascinating to note here is that in the immediate future significant
portions of global savings shall arise in Asia and would be invested in Asia.
The re-cycling of  Asian capital in the West would soon become passé. As the
idea of  Davos meeting in Delhi by 2020 gains currency, the moot question is
are we as a nation prepared for this changed paradigm?

The issue on hand is that if we are not prepared to handle our own domestic
savings – we could run a risk of  becoming permanent exporters of  capital to
the world. And that would seal forever our tryst with destiny. There are a
number of policy alternatives and initiatives that remain as yet unexamined in
the Indian context by the government. Some of them discussed as above are
summarised hereunder:

• India has to prepare for life after the fall of  the USD. The fall (or the
collapse) of the USD is imminent and the world cannot invariably
escape the same. That could mean that Rupee would get strengthened, an
inescapable part of life.

• As the US economy splutters and struggles, it would cease to be the engine
of world growth. At this point in time there are no major economy in
sight that could match the consumption of  the American economy.

• With most of the other major economies culturally inclined to savings, it
is impossible for Indian exporters to get at any alternative to the US.

• Logically it follows that it is the Indian economy that has the potential to
consume – at-least to that extent to compensate for the fall in India’s exports
to the US.

• But this may call for certain amounts of  internal reforms. We need to cut
our domestic indirect tax rates, which are one of the highest in the entire
world. This may call for substantial reforms in indirect taxes and even an
accelerated migration to the Goods and Service Tax regime. This could
be an excellent trigger for domestic consumption and with it, domestic
production.
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• Another trigger for the Indian economy, yet fully unexplored by the
government, has been to fully exploit the potential of our internal trade.
The legacy of the pre-liberalisation era continues to haunt this vital sector
and there are unnecessary restrictions, bureaucratic hassles to free internal
trade within India.

• While we may have to restrict unclean capital flows into the Indian
economy, we also need to ensure that we do not move towards absolute
capital account convertibility as it could rob India of the vital capital it
needs for its developmental purposes.

• It is indeed strange that the government that is ready to allow setting up
of Special Economic Zones (SEZ) at a tremendous cost to the exchequer
– all for boosting exports – is unwilling to look at appropriate policy tools
to boost domestic consumption.

• Further, we need to quickly ramp our infrastructure. Poor infrastructure is
robbing India’s competitiveness. If  India has to improve her
competitiveness, particularly the manufacturing sector, India has to improve
her infrastructure.

• Also we need to ensure we have a dynamic exchange rate policy as well
as a robust exchange rate and monetary policy mechanism that ensures
competitiveness for the Indian economy at all times.

• Finally we need to leverage the structural strengths of the Indian economy
– of  both consumption as well as savings.

Times are changing and so are the influences on the domestic economy by the
global economy. With it our understanding of  economics undergoes tectonic
changes. Along with the benefits of  globalisation, we need to appreciate that
it would have its own downsides. After all there is nothing that is unalloyed
good or bad in macroeconomics. While the implosion of  the erstwhile USSR
ended up redrawing the political map of the world - it never had any profound
impact on the global economy - the coming collapse of the USD and its impact
on the global economy would be nothing short of a holocaust.

When and how it will happen is indeed a billion dollar question but as and
when it happens it would surely be a trillion dollar one.
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